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New Baruch Pres. Starts Tenure
with $54M More in Her Pockets

CUNY Receives
Research Grants
Worth $26 Million
By TAKENORI KANEDA
Staff Writer

donors for giving up most of their inheritance,”
said former Baruch College president and
CUNY Chancellor Matthew Goldstein. “We
are going to move forward at this University
and this college is going to take the lead.”
“It is about the young men and women who
have the passion, involvement and then
improve society.”
“This marks a truly extraordinary moment not
only for Baruch College, but for the City
University of New York,” said Waldron, heralding the unprecedented gift.
The highlighted gift from William and Anita
Newman renamed the Vertical Campus, The
William and Anita Newman Vertical Campus,
for a donation of $25 million, raising his donation total to $40 million. Newman referred to
the donation has his chance “to finally pay my

A research grant of more than $26 million was
awarded to CUNY for the advancement of science, mathematics, and engineering.
CUNY Chancellor Matthew Goldstein
announced on Sept. 27 that research grants
from The National Science Foundation, an
independent agency of the U.S. Government;
The National Institutes of Health, which is part
of the U.S. Department of Health and Human
Services; and The National Oceanic
Atmospheric Administration, which was established in 1970, were awarded to the CUNY system, the nation’s largest urban public university.
The $12.5 million NSF grant will be used to
advance mathematics and science at 12 high
schools in low-income communities of the
Bronx, Queens and Manhattan. Supervised by
CUNY faulty, teachers of the high schools will
be encouraged to improve their teaching skills
while enriching their knowledge bank of the
subject they teach.
Students within the 12 high schools who show
promise in mathematics and science will be
able to receive scholarships to teacher education programs at CUNY colleges. Nicholas
Michelli, university dean for teacher education,
was paraphrased in CUNY’s website that the
program’s main goal is to, “increase minority
representation of math and science teachers in
public schools.”
Baruch students such as George Ananiev, a
sophomore, thought that the NSF grant would
go to good use because, “High schools are overcrowded. It should be used for students who
really need it.”

See $54M, page 2

See CUNY, page 2
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By AARON SIEGEL
Editor-in-Chief

Only 51 days into her presidency, Baruch
College President Kathleen Waldron couldn’t
be prouder.
Waldron, speaking at her first President’s
Dinner on Sept. 28, was overjoyed to announce
the largest set of gifts in CUNY history, exceeding Baruch College’s fundraising goal of $150
million between 1997 and 2005 by $10 million.
This year’s donation of $54 million dollars
includes the largest single cash gift to a school
in the history of CUNY.
The event, attended by Baruch’s vice presidents, deans and countless alumni, represented
the culmination of the Baruch College Fund’s
most successful year yet, since its inception in
1971.
“I would like to thank the children of the
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summer. The situation was caused by the very
large number of callers: 1,100 people called on
one given week, as opposed to 316 callers the
week of Sept. 20-27. Murphy said the office
cannot answer all these phone calls in the summer and during Winter Break. “The best way to
reach the office would be to fax them a letter,“
he said.

A discussion panel took place on Thursday,
Sept. 30 that focused on higher education and
voting. The three panelists, Margarita Lopez,
Fred Lane and Diana Fryda, answered students’
questions and encouraged the audience to register to vote.
The panelists addressed the issue of higher
education as one of the biggest political issues
of this time. Margarita Lopez, the city councilwoman representing District 2 where Baruch is
located, started by saying that “Every policy
that comes out of the republican administration
is designed to dismantle higher education.” Her
anti-Republican slant was evident throughout
the discussion.
Fred Lane, a professor in the School of Public
Affairs, introduced the issue by discussing the
two problems in higher education in New York:
access and excellence.
“If you look at the percentage of white people
and the percentage of African American and
Hispanic people in 9th grade, and you look at
the percentage of poor people in 9th grade, and
you follow them to 12th grade…and for eight
years until they graduate from college, you will
find that the [minority] groups …and the poor
groups don’t graduate in the same numbers as
[white] and well-off people do.” He also said

See COLLEGE, page 3

See PANEL, page 2

Robert Phillipson from the Copenhagen Business School spoke on language policy in the
ongoing integration of Europe at the International Conference on Language and Politics at the
Skylight Room in the Field Building. Full coverage in next issue.(Photo/Robert Benimoff)

James Murphy Addresses USG Grievances
By GILA BABICH
Staff Writer

James Murphy, assistant vice president for
enrollment, undergraduate admissions and
financial
aid
service,
attended
the
Undergraduate Student Government meeting
on Tuesday, Sept. 28, and addressed various
issues.
Murphy first talked about the unanswered
phone calls to the registrar’s office over the
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$54M Donation A Major Boon
to Waldron’s Presidency

Panel Discussion:
Why Young People Don’t Vote

Continued from front

A new sign “Welcome to the William & Anita Newman Vertical Campus” as seen from the
lobby. (Photo/Robert Benimoff)

Continued from front

tuition.”
The second gift renamed the building at 17
Lexington Ave., which had been the flagship of
Baruch College until the Vertical Campus
opened in 2001. Lawrence Field donated $10
million to rename the 1928 building, which
houses landmark Mason Hall, the Eris and
Lawrence N. Field Building. He also donated
$2 million to name the chair in entrepreneurship in the management department.
“What better place to give my money, than
to the school that helped me succeed as a person,” said Field. “We get the greatest pleasure
out of it to look at the old building that I went
to school in and to have my name on it.”
During the announcements, banners were
unfurled on the inside of the Vertical Campus,
with the downpour of Hurricane Jeanne outside.
William F. Aldinger III donated $2 million for
a banking chair in the Finance Department.
Lawrence and Carol Zicklin donated $2 million to name the Center for Financial Integrity
after his cousin, The Robert Zicklin Center for
Corporate Integrity.
Marvin Antonowsky donated $2.5 million to
rename The Baruch College Performing Arts
Center, The Marvin Antonowsky Performing
Arts Center.
“The buzz about Baruch is real,” said
Waldron. “The students here are fabulous. They
are more energetic, livelier and friendlier than
other institutions.” She also touted the school’s
new freshman class of 1,700 that exceeds the
one before in enrollment, high school grade

point average and SAT score.
Outside of Baruch, Field has also donated to
numerous causes, including the Walt Disney
Symphony Hall and Cedar-Sinai Medical
Center, both in Los Angeles, but he said that
giving back to his alma mater means far more.
“This is like a personal gift,” he said. “It’s to
people doing the same thing I did 50 years
ago.”
Field remembers his fondest experience at
Baruch “being on The Ticker up until 3 or 4 or
5 a.m. sending out the paper.” He was also a
member of the Sigma Beta Phi fraternity, the
Ketchum 52 House plan, and was a member of
the theater group Theatron and put on the play
“Detective Story.”
Newman, an accounting major, entered
Baruch as a freshman at the age of 15 and also
recalls his fondest memories as being on The
Ticker.
“My favorite experience came in the Ticker
office playing hearts,” said Newman, noting
that The Ticker office was located on the 9th
floor of the 17 Lexington Ave. building, which
was then the student center.
“Being part of The Ticker as a reporter helped
me with whatever skills I have in English and to
fight for petty cash.”
Newman named Goldstein as the main reason
for his reconnection to Baruch and called him
as the inspiration behind his donations.
“I feel incredibly lucky,” said Newman, as he
looked up at the newly unfurled sign atop the
fourth floor of newly named William and Anita
Newman Vertical Campus. “Between my education here and getting out of the war I am
incredibly lucky.”

USG Report
On Sept. 28, 2004 the Undergraduate Student
Government held their fourth meeting of the
semester.
President’s Report:

President Sime Marnika reported that Dean
Ron Aaron will set a Board of Directors meeting for mid-October. He also announced that an
International Student Committee has been set
up for a trial period of two months. The results
will be reported in USG meetings.

Treasurer’s Report:

Treasurer Anthony Battle reported that clubs
should have their budgets set by Oct. 5. He said
that SOS had over a 10 percent change, which
is allowed this early in the semester. He added

that clubs cannot spend money unless the
Board of Directors approved it. They can spend
money if they have their club cards and went
through the officer training workshop; they will
be reimbursed.

Campus Affairs

Upper Senator Keston Barrow said that he will
receive a list of clubs who will get a computer.
Initially each club was supposed to get two
computers but now it seems they will only get
one. Barrow announced that a Halloween party
will take place on Oct. 22. He said that all clubs
should participate to make a great event.
Academic Affairs

that there is a permanent recession in New York
City higher education, as well as a reduction in
graduation rates.
Diana Fryda, the voter mobilization coordinator for the New York Public Interest Research
Group, which deals with the issue of higher
education, said “Politicians pay attention to
those who are registered to vote.” She brought
up the fact that tuition has gone up significantly in the last few years, and said “Politicians
obviously don’t care so much about student
issues. They don’t feel threatened by the power
of student vote.” The reason is that the percentage of young people aged 18-24 that are registered to vote is the lowest in New York State.
The panelists were asked how they felt about
the gap growing between CUNY and SUNY
school systems, and about legislation allowing
SUNY to become a high-tuition institution.
Lopez answered by saying “The Republican
administration that’s holding the White House
hostage” is to blame because it believes that
public education should be private. By asking
private donors to participate they let
Universities have contracts with them. She
mentioned that the same process is taking place
in the army: “We have in Iraq an army that
fights a war that’s illegal and immoral, but
they’re also privatizing the army.” To conclude
her answer she said “[The] business of government is not education, it’s to protect our
air…and
to
provide
policing
and
manage…immigration.” She said the reason
that SUNY and CUNY have been moving
apart, is that the City Council has power over
CUNY tuition, unlike SUNY, whose tuition
may be raised by government.
In response, Lane said that many states have
different institutions of higher education. They
do not have to serve the same purpose, as it is
with SUNY and CUNY. He added, “We know
that citizens don’t know much about politics
and higher education. Citizens’ attitude towards
government deteriorated in the last ten years.
They don’t trust the government to do the right
thing.” Lately however, there is a new interest
in public policy, which Lane said will have
influence.
Fryda said that both CUNY and SUNY were
under attack for tuition increase. Over the
years, there was a shift of the burden over who
should pay the tuition. “CUNY used to be free.
I would argue [that] the state and government
should pay for it,” she said. “The government
should look at it as an investment. SUNY and
CUNY graduates take jobs and become participating members of society, taxpayers.”
The issue of higher education standards was
raised as well. Lopez said that she supports proposals like decreasing class sizes, but some
unreachable standards prevent people from
attending college. “The [initial] purpose of
higher education is to educate the working
force,” she said. This kind of belief supports

capitalism, but lately standards have been coming in the way of educating the public. Lopez’s
opinion, like Fryda’s, is that the government
should pay for higher education.
Lane said that public financial support for
CUNY comes from local, state, and federal
sources. “The state is the most important player,” Lane said. “ I want to know, if there are 1
million New Yorkers [associated with CUNY]
disgruntled with the system, why they haven’t
done anything to change it.”
In response to a question regarding students’
power, Lopez said that the most empowering
thing students can do is to come together, create a system of communication and create an
agenda. “Vote or Die, die in Iraq or in the
streets of New York; you won’t get medical
assistance... Die in Iraq or become a real
American and protect your life,” she said, “…I
ask you, I beg you, register to vote for my
life…do it for your country. ” Lopez also mentioned that it is not enough for women to fight
for their rights, they should also enlist, saying
“enlisting means equality.”
Lane said that when he was in college people
had to be 21 to register to vote, and that young
people today have more power. He also said
that besides registering to vote, students should
“join the political process in other ways; go to
Albany and attend rallies, join any interest
group, write a letter to your senator. It’s time.”
He also said that the fact the four debates
(including three presidential and one vice-presidential) take place on college campuses shows
students have great power.
When a student asked how can young people
know if politicians hear them, Fryda pointed
out that presidential candidates address various
issues concerning senior citizens in their
speeches, but no issues concerning students, as
direct result of the fact senior citizens have the
highest percentage of voter registration. “One
hundred or 1,000 more votes can make a difference. Make sure you sound your voice.” She
also said that students should know their rights
when going to vote. Lane added that students
should vote even if they are away from their
town of residence.
Lopez’s response was, “as an elected official
I want to say, yes we listen to those registered
to vote… the listening is not going to happen if
you don’t register.” She also said, “voting
means informing the one you choose that you
can harm them if they don’t change a policy
you care about.” To answer another student
question, this time regarding student power to
prevent “another Iraq,” Lopez said the only
way to do so is for the country to vote. Those
who do not have the right to vote, she said,
should find someone to vote for them by
encouraging those who are not registered yet to
register.
Fryda summed up the discussion by saying,
“Students have a lot more power than they
think they have.”

CUNY Receives $26.5 Million in Research Grants
Continued from front

Hunter College was awarded with $9 million
from NIH to produce biomedical research
opportunities for minorities in such areas as
molecular neuroscience, nanotechnology and
cell regulation and proliferation where minority researchers are traditionally scarcely seen.
NOAA’s $5 million grant was awarded to
CUNY’s science and engineering researchers
for the advancement of remote sensing, a mul-

Upper Senator Kathleen Burke announced the
elections will be held on Oct. 5 for various club
committees.
Evening and Part-Time Affairs

Upper Senator Ibrahim Lawal announced that a
Coffee Night will take place on Wednesday,
Oct. 13 from 5:30-7:30.
Legislative Affairs

Upper Senator Jody-Ann Graham reminded
everyone that a discussion panel on voting registration will take place on Thursday, Sept. 30,
in the multi-purpose room. Graham announced
that the October movies will be “Fahrenheit
9/11” and “Out Cold.” She also said that
Baruch Democrats are showing the presidential

tidisciplinary field that uses electronic, optical
and other types of sensors to gather information
about land, air and water. The money will be
used for research, to hire recognized faculty
members, and to build up the Cooperative
Remote Sensing Science and Technology
Center’s reputation.
The $26.5 million grant may not overtly affect
Baruch but students were not upset. “Why
not?” said senior Akil Defour. “There‘s no
harm done. I have no problem as long as it goes
to good use”

debate in the TV room on Thursday, Sept. 30.

Old Business

The Complaints committee will attend a meeting with Baruch security on Thursday, Oct. 7,
to discuss issues like entrance congestion, policy regarding visitors, homeless people sleeping
on campus and the need for metal detectors and
security guards during Baruch events.
Elections

Christine Cruz was elected lower day senator
during an executive session.

Compiled By: GILA BABICH
Staff Writer
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USG and Baruch’s Public Safety Committee Will Address Safety Issues Next Week
By JESSICA BAPTISTE
Contributing Writer

The Undergraduate Student Government has
scheduled a meeting for Wednesday, Oct. 6
with the Public Safety Committee in Baruch to
discuss the complaints of the Baruch student
body. Brian Philip, head of the Complaints
Committee of Undergraduate Service
Government will be present at that meeting. He
plans to showcase the main concerns of Baruch
students.
The No. 1 complaint is the lack of service on
escalators in the Vertical Campus. When they
are not working, students have no choice other
than to use them as stairs. During peak hours
(12:30-2:30 p.m. and 3:45-5:30 p.m.) these
escalators are most used and wreak havoc on
the students trying to get to class.
Since students are already frustrated at hav-

ing to walk up the escalator, they get even more
furious when the escalator on the second floor
(next to Starbucks) is crowded with people
using it to get to and from the third floor. This
escalator was designed to go up and students
should use it only to go up.
Some students on the third floor use broken
escalator to get to the second floor instead of
walking all the way around to use the one that
is going down. This really annoys the students
who are trying to go up the third floor. The
inconsistent flow of people from two directions
could get students hurt since everyone is pushing and squeezing their way up the escalator.
Philip suggested that a quick solution for this
problem is to have a security guard posted on
the third floor during peak hours to guide the
traffic on the escalator. This will make sure no
students use it to go down to the second floor.
The second issue is the congestion of students

Andreea Sauciuc Takes First Place in
Women’s Sit-Up Final
By ROBERT BENIMOFF
Contributing Writer

Fifteen energetic women took to the stage in
Monday’s Sit-Up finals, the first of four in the
Miss Baruch Fitness Competition. This event
requires the competitors to complete as many
sit-ups as possible without any interruption,
during an unlimited time period. By the end of
this event, the top five women were Andrea
Sauciuc with 300 sit-ups, Maria Kanalova 210,
Sofia Mahler, 127, Saga Stevander, 110 and
Yiling Kuo with 108.
This win by Sauciuc guarantees her a trophy

Corrections

On the cover of the September 27, 2004 issue
of The Ticker two words were misspelled on
side bar. In “Baruch Students Prepare to
Compete in Body Building Competion,” the
word competion was supposed to be spelled
“Competition.” In “Green Day Recieves Rave
Concert Reviews after Performance of new hit
“American Idiot,” the word recieves was supposed to be spelled “Receives.”
In Features, a photo caption accompanying
Lionel Wynter’s article mistakenly read that the
man was doing dips. He was, in fact, doing
pull-ups. In the same article, Woo Blake was
listed as completing 80 sit-ups. He completed
108.

and some points that will prove valuable in the
overall championship. The winner of the
women’s fitness competition will be announced
during the Body-building show on Friday
November 5, 2004 at 6pm in the main gymnasium of Baruch’s Athletic and Recreational
Center. The top three women in the overall
competition will receive trophies and other
valuable prizes. A trophy will also be awarded
to the most disciplined competitor.
The next step for these women will be competition in the aerobic finals. This will take
place on Friday Oct 8, 2004 at 3 p.m. in the fitness center.

In Arts and Entertainment, the article, “Green
Day Rocks Irving Plaza With Thoughts on
Current Day Politics to Promote ‘American
Idiiot,’” the concert actually took place at J&R
Music World.
In the Sports section, in “baruch Remains
Undefeated With Win Over Cooper Union,” the
photo caption states, “Baruch forward Elyse
Pierre (#9) prepares a shot for his sixthmminute goal with Purchase players neutralized in the background.” In fact, Pierre was
preparing to score in the 73rd minute.

The Weissman Center for
International Business

Zicklin School of Business
Baruch College - The City University of New York

To Learn More About Internship
Opportunities, Apply Today To Our
Internship Program!
The Weissman Center for Internatipnal Business
Baruch College- The City University of New York

137 East 25th Street, 8th Floor
Tel: (646) 312-2070 Fax: (646) 312-2071
weissman_internships@baruch.cuny.edu

loitering outside the entrances of the Vertical
Campus. Philip will appeal to the Public Safety
Department to have one of the security guards,
working at the turnstiles, keep students from
congregating outside the entrance doors. This
will keep the middle entrance free. Philip hopes
that if the Public Safety Department takes
action, there will be three results: prevention of
a fire hazard, easier flow of traffic into the
Vertical Campus, and containment of secondhand smoking. Congestion will become more
of a problem during the winter months because
of the scaffolding that will encircle Baruch's
entrances.
The third issue he brought up was the homeless people defacing Baruch's property. They
come from two shelters which are located on
East 25th and Lexington and East 29th and
Third Avenue. Students have complained that
these homeless citizens are a great distraction

to Baruch students who are eating or studying
outside the Vertical Campus. Several others
have noticed them urinating and sleeping on
the sidewalks outside the Vertical Campus. He
said that it is important for action to be taken
immediately to stop these people from disturbing the peace around campus and the Public
Safety Department should have more security
patrol outside the VC.
One last point is the clarification of the policy that allows guests into Baruch. There have
been some disagreements in the past between
the security guards and students who want to
bring their friends into the campus.
The staff of the Public Safety Department are
now willing to help the students with their
complaints. Philip is optimistic that they will
reach a valid consensus. "USG. has heard
Baruch students' complaints and we are taking
care of them," he said.

Murphy Addresses USG
Grievances at Tuesday’s Meeting
Continued from front
Another issue Murphy brought up was the
change in the grid made this semester. The new
grid attempts to allow students to take classes
with breaks not longer than 20-50 minutes
between them. “The new grid works better than
the one before. I had to increase enrollment but
not classes; many classes were over-tallied.”
However, the grid is still problematic. Classes
at 6 p.m. are one of the dysfunctions. These are
evening classes, but many day students choose
to take them as well. This makes it harder for
night students to register; “We cannot add more
classes at that time slot,” Murphy said. “The
only thing we can do is give evening students
earlier registration appointments than day students,” he said. Part of the problem is that in the
last few years there was a shift from a majority
of night students to a majority of day students
(20 percent night and 80 percent day). No
measures have been taken to fit the grid to the
shift. Murphy suggested for students to complain: “Put the issue on the table, the president
would love to hear about that but only if students bring it up.” The grid will change once
again next fall.
Another change took place in communication
with freshmen. A new program was used this
fall for registration instead of eSIMS, which is
still problematic. Also, all students accepted to
Baruch will be asked to send a response letter
confirming their e-mail addresses; all further
communication with them will be done through
e-mail.
Faculty schedules for Spring 2005 were due
in the registrar’s office Tuesday, Sept. 28.
Murphy said he hopes to have the final schedule ready by Nov. 10, and registration is supposed to begin on Nov. 15. This depends on the
faculty’s punctuality in turning in their schedules. A registration meeting will take place on
Tuesday, Oct. 5, in the Newman building
(Room 750) where the participants, including

deans and the registrar’s office personnel, will
discuss registration problems.
One improvement this semester, Murphy said,
was the evaluation of transfer credits. These
evaluations were finished before registration
was over, as opposed to previous years when
evaluations were finished much later in the
semester.
When asked about problems setting up worksheet appointments, Murphy said that Baruch
president is forming a task force on student
services with students working, as opposed to
workers who never even talk to students. He
said that students should not come to the
advisement office several times to solve the
problems they have. He added, though, that the
advisement office has 9 full-time advisers for
12,500 students, and this is a major problem.
Murphy addressed an issue brought up
regarding financial aid workers being rude to
students. He explained that some days can be
very stressful and could cause impatience.
“There are times when I lose it, too,” he said.
He also said that some workers were recently
replaced for these or other reasons.
An additional problem, brought up by a student, was international students’ financial situation. Many have problems paying their bills,
and there is no scholarship money to provide
for them. Murphy said that CUNY had a tuition
assistance program last year, but it has disappeared. An International Student Office was
formed in 1985; the number of international
students at the time was lower and the students
were supposed to come there for help. 19941996 budget cuts reduced staff. “Out-of-state
and international students do not have a support
program,” Murphy said. “There is no counseling in the International Student Office.”
A minor issue Murphy mentioned was the
Learning Community classes, which were not
differentiated in registration and, as result,
caused confusion and were over-tallied.

Two Undergraduates Receive USS
Scholarships

NEW YORK, N.Y.—The City University of
New York recently announced that two undergraduate Baruch College students were the
recipients of the University Senate
Scholarships. They are Doreen King and
Natalie Sealy.
The $1,000 fund was awarded to King for her
academic excellence and extensive extracurricular activities both on and off campus.
King, who is a well-known math tutor in
Baruch College, was chosen for this award in
part because of her 3.9 grade point average.
Despite being a full-time parent, student and
tutor, King finds time to be an active member of
her community in New York and in her native
country of Barbados. King has founded several
organizations, starting in 1998 with the
Sergeant's Village Community Group in
Barbados and later in 2003, a program called
Read To Learn. In 2003, she also founded
Baruch's United International Student Body, of
which she is the current president. In summer
2004, King also started an organization called
Give Back TO Barbados. She also organizes
and leads free math workshops at Baruch. In
addition, King is working toward the comple-

tion of two books — a guide to success in mathematics and a guide to success for international
students.
King proudly attributes her success to her
Caribbean upbringing and education, her passion for learning and her drive to be a great role
model and inspiration to her 6-year-old daughter, single mothers and international students.
"No matter how long the road may seem, even
when your mind and body say 'Thus far and no
further,’ there is always that little bit of inner
strength and most importantly God, to call
upon,” said King. “Never give up!"
The University Student Senate also awarded
for the first time the Mary Ellen Passantino
Scholarship to an international student. This
$500 award was allotted to Natalie Sealy, also
for her high academic excellence and community involvement. Sealy maintains a high grade
point average and is a member of Baruch
Chapter's Best Buddies. In addition, Sealy is
also the secretary of Club Caricom, as well as
being a student leader with Team Baruch.
Sealy's mode of success is a firm belief in hard
work and diligence, knowing that the ultimate
reward will be success.
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Milt Hinton Jazz Perspectives Returns for Thirteenth Annual Series

NEW YORK — Baruch College will host "The
Chico O’Farrill Afro-Cuban Jazz Orchestra" as
part of the Milt Hinton Jazz Perspectives concert series, now in its 13th season. The performance will take place in Mason Hall
Auditorium, 17 Lexington Ave. on Nov. 4. The
concert begins at 1 p.m. It is free and open to
the general public and Baruch students, faculty
and administration.
This concert – organized by the Milt Hinton
Jazz Perspectives Committee – is funded by the
Baruch College Performing Arts Center and
The Baruch College Fund.
The Chico O’Farrill Afro Cuban Jazz
Orchestra is a direct link to Afro Cuban Jazz’s
greatest composer: Chico O’Farrill. For a halfcentury, Chico O’Farrill was an innovator who
fused the soul-wrenching rhythms of AfricanCuba with the harmonies of American jazz.
O'Farrill was a master of sweeping, symphonic
compositions that embraced his love of
Debussy, Stravinsky, and the mambo.
When O’Farrill passed away in June of 2001
the baton was passed to his son, composer,
arranger and pianist Arturo O’Farrill. Arturo
O’Farrill is an internationally renowned musician and educator in his own right. His performance and recording credits include,

Wynton Marsalis, Papo Vazquez, Carla Bley,
Steve Turre, Dizzy Gillespie, and Joseph
Bowie. He is the musical director for Jazz at
Lincoln Center’s Afro Latin Jazz Orchestra. He
has been commissioned by Meet the Composer,
Jazz at Lincoln Center, and, most recently, The
Big Apple Circus.
The Chico O’Farrill Afro Cuban Jazz
Orchestra thrives and is swinging harder than
ever, just recently celebrating its sixth anniversary of Sundays at New York’s famous jazz
nightclub, Birdland. In addition, the orchestra
has performed at every major jazz festival in
the world, including The JVC festival in New
York, the North Sea Jazz festival in Holland,
the Pori Jazz festival in Finland, and the
Marciac Jazz festival in France, among many
others. The orchestra has also toured throughout Spain and the United States. They have performed in some of the most prestigious concert
halls in the World including Alice Tully Hall in
New York, Chicago’s Symphony Hall and the
Palacio de Bellas Artes in Mexico City.
As in the last two years, the Hinton committee has organized a series of concerts, starting
with the Nov. 4, 2004 O’Farrill Orchestra performance. Three other concerts are planned,
including a performance by a zydeco group on

December 2. Two other concerts are planned
for February 10 and March 10 (artists TBA).
The inaugural Milt Hinton Jazz Perspectives
concert in 1992 starred jazz bassist Milt Hinton
himself together with his picks for an "AllStar" ensemble: Seldon Powell (saxophonist),
Bob Rosengarden (Drums), Mike Walters (saxophone and woodwinds), Derek Smith (piano),
Jay D'Amico (piano), Mike Grey (trombone),
and John "Bucky" Pizzarelli (guitar). This magical first concert saw famed trumpeter Wynton
Marsalis join the group during the second half.
The following year Tito Puente and his big
band also played to a full house with some students and faculty dancing in the aisles. In 1994
the concert was billed as a "Tribute to Women
in Jazz" and featured a performance by singer
Ruth Brown and Friends and the group Straight
Ahead. In 1995 trombonist extraordinaire Slide
Hampton and the Big Band Bird filled the bill
for the fourth annual concert.
In 1996 America's jazz statesman Dr. Billy
Taylor and the Billy Taylor Trio graced the
Baruch College stage. In 1997 Jerry Gonzalez
and the Fort Apache Band gave a performance
that offered a unique blend of Latin and jazz
traditions. The 1998 concert presented virtuoso
drummer Sherrie Maricle and the Diva Big

Band.
The world-famous Mingus Big Band played
at the 8th annual concert in 1999. The Bronx
Horns, consisting of Tito Puente’s brass section, together with Dave Valentin (flute) and
Randy Brecker (trumpet), performed at the 9th
annual concert in 2000. In 2001, The Heath
Brothers (“Percy, Jimmy, and Tootie”) with
special guest Jimmy Owens, performed at the
10th annual concert.
In 2002 (season #11) the Hinton Committee
expanded its offerings with a series of concerts,
including a Nov. 6, 2002 concert featuring “The
Latin-Jazz All Stars” with several worldrenown Latin-jazz musicians: trumpeter/leader
Michael Mossman, tenor saxophonist David
Sanchez, trombonist Steve Turre, pianist Arturo
O’Farrill, alto saxophonist Antonio Hart,
bassist Andy Gonzalez, and percussionist
Phoenix Rivera. The 2002-2003 season also
featured the Marty Sheller Big Band, Chris
Washburne’s SYOTOS Latin-Jazz ensemble,
and “Rumbamerica,” an Afro-Cuban ensemble
made up of some of New York's top AfroCuban drummers, singers, and dancers.
The 2003-04 season featured the Vanguard
Jazz Orchestra, “Sax in the City” quartet, Ted
Piltzecker Septet, and Roberta Piket Trio.

Announcements:

Admission: Gen.: $20; Students/Seniors: $10
Back by popular demand! EXPOSURES return
with a brand-new production! In the spirit of
Def Poetry Jam, young urban artists share their
comic and serious stories on the struggles they
encounter in an effort to bridge the traditional
world of their parents and their contemporary
world America.

and Django, which introduces pointework into
the repertory, and the premiere of Herman
Sherman, set to music by jazz great Woody
Herman. Richard Llorca's music will also
accompany the premiere of Guitar Concerto
(third movement), and the program will include
the duet Petit Pas, set to musical collage that
includes Laibach, and voices of Neil Armstrong
and Gloria Steinem, and Rubsam dancing one
of his masterful solos to music by Schubert.
Additional information: For Information About
Opening Night Gala call (212)717-6869

Events in the Sidney Mishkin Gallery:
-Underground Art, 1925-1950
Dates: Oct. 1 – Nov. 4
Monday – Friday, Noon to 5 p.m.
Time:
Thursday, Noon to 7 p.m.
Place:
Sidney Mishkin Gallery (135 E. 22nd
St.)
Admission: Free
A Centennial Celebration of the New York City
Subway. Opening Reception on Sept. 30 from 6
– 8 p.m.
For more information call (212) 802-2690 or
visit baruch.cuny.edu/mishkin.

Baruch Beat: Events and Announcements

-Hispanic Scholarship Fund now Accepting
Applications
The deadline for all applications is Oct. 15. To
be eligible you must be of Hispanic descent and
be a U.S. citizen or permanent resident. You
must also have completed at least 12 college
credits with a minimum GPA of 3.0.
Applications are available at hsf.net. If you
have any questions please contact Laverne
Burnett at the Office of the Vice President for
Student Development in VC-2255.

-United International Student Body Seeks
Volunteer Workshop Leaders
During the Spring 2004 semester, under the
sponsorship of the United International Student
Body, workshops were held to assist students
who were having difficulties with mathematics.
In an effort to help a greater number of students, UISB is increasing the number and frequency of workshops and are recruiting persons who are interested in becoming volunteer
workshop leaders. Volunteers should preferably
be trained tutors with not only vast knowledge
in the subject area, but also the ability to communicate this knowledge and be reliable and
patient. For further information about this program or to volunteer, please e-mail
United_International_Student_Body@hotmail.com or contact Doreen King at (631) 6439633.

-Cinema Club Screens Foreign Films
Baruch’s newly formed Cinema Club will have
weekly screenings of specially chosen foreign
films. Each one has been handpicked for topics
of interest to Baruch students, and some are
nearly impossible to find elsewhere. They
range from French New Wave to Hollywood
classics to Japanese Animation. Also, the
Cinema Club’s first French Film Festival is
coming up later this fall. To sign up for the
mailing list or to request more information, email cinema.society@gmail.com.

-UCLA seeks 100 Volunteers for Community
Service
The United Chinese Language Association is
looking for Mandarin or Cantonese speakers,
preferably business majors, to help non-ID
immigrants apply for a tax ID and file income
tax returns. Professional training will be provided; no experience necessary. This is a sixweek program from mid-October to November
(four hours each weekend). Sign up at the
UCLA table on the 2nd floor of the VC or contact any of the UCLA officers. Also, you can
contact Aiming Feng at (917) 536-4328 or aimingfeng@hotmail.com or Wade Li at (646)
284-4892 or gwb2b@yahoo.com.
Events in the BPAC:
-Exposures: Voice of the New America
Dates: Sept. 15 – Oct. 9
Time:
Wed – Sat @ 7 p.m.
Nagelberg Theatre
Place:

-The Musical Offering
Date:
Oct. 4
Time:
8 p.m.
Place:
Engelman Recital Hall
Admission: General: $20; Students/Seniors:
$12
The complete musical offerings of J.S. Bach,
presented by Repast. This collection of canons,
ricer cars, and a monumental trip sonata is a
masterpiece rarely heard in its entirety. Repast
is: Charles Brink, traverso; Amelia Roosevelt
and Claire Jolivet, baroque violins and viola;
Ariane Lallemand, baroque cello; Keri
Mikkelson, harpsichord.

-The Silberman Concert Series presents Brian
Ganz, piano
Oct. 6
Date:
Time:
2:45 p.m.
Engelman Recital Hall
Place:
Admission:Free, but tickets are required.
Widely regarded as one of the leading pianists
of his generation, Brian Ganz was the winner of
one of two First Grand Prizes awarded in the
1989 Marguerite Long/Jacques Thibaud
International Piano Competition in Paris; a
Beethoven Fellowship awarded by the
American Pianists Association and the 1991
silver medal in the Queen Elisabeth of Belgium
International Competition. Mr. Ganz is an
active explorer of the many ways in which the
study and performance of great music can
remind us of the Spirit that unites all living
things.

-Barbara Bush Never Slept Here
Dates: Oct. 6 – Oct. 30
Time:
Wed – Sat 8 p.m.
Place:
Bernie West Theatre
Admission: For ticket information call the
BPAC office
By David DeWitt, directed by Guy Giarrizzo,
presented by Circle East Theatre. Set in a small
Texas town, a new 5-character play in the spirit of Horton Foote, Preston Jones and Donald
Margulies. It is the perfect play for audiences to
experience just prior to the 2004 presidential
election.

-SENSEDANCE
Dates: Oct. 13 – Oct. 17
Wed – Sat @ 8:00 p.m., Sat 2 p.m.,
Time:
Sun 3 p.m.
Place:
Nagelberg Theatre
Admission: General: $22, Students/Seniors:
$15, Priority seating: $30. For tickets call
SmartTix (212) 864-4444
SENSEDANCE will perform four premieres
and repertory, and the premiere of new Chorale,

-Stony Brook Department of Music presents
Premieres Concert
Date:
Oct. 14
Time:
3:00 p.m.
Place:
Engelman Recital Hall
Admission: Free, but tickets are required.

-MCC PlayLab Series
Date:
Oct. 17
5 p.m.
Time:
Engelman Recital Hall
Place:
Admission: Free, no tickets required
MCC Theater’s PlayLab Series presents readings of new plays by our 22 member
Playwrights’ Coalition – usually the first time
these plays, by some of New York’s most exciting and talented playwrights, have ever been
heard aloud.

-Iphigenia in Aulis
Dates and Times: Oct. 14, 1 p.m. and Oct. 18,
1:45 p.m. and 6 p.m.
Place:
Engelman Recital Hall
Admission: Free, tickets can be picked up at the
BPAC Box Office.
By Euripides, the Great Works Reading.
Directed by Jonathan Bernstein, prominent
professional actors interpret the classics.

Events in Baruch:
-Sigma Alpha Delta — Guest Speaker: Martin
Glynn, CEO, HSBC USA
Date:
Oct. 4
Time:
6 p.m.
Newman Conference Center, 7th
Place:
Floor
Admission: Free
Martin Glynn, CEO of HSBC USA, will be
speaking about Leadership & Diversity in
today's corporate world. There will be a Q&A
session.
For
more
information
visit
scsu.baruch.cuny.edu.
-Annual Fall Blood Drive
Dates: Oct. 5 – Oct. 6
Time:
11 a.m.
VC 1-107
Place:
For
an
appointment,
scsu.baruch.cuny.edu.

log

on

to

-Annual Fall Club Fair
Date:
Oct. 7, 2004
12:00 p.m.
Time:
Place:
1st and 2nd floors of VC
Club and Organizations exhibits.

CAREER DEVELOPMENT CENTER EVENTS
Finance/IT Career Expo: Thurs. Nov. 4, 12-2:30 p.m., VC 14-220.
Diversity Job Fair: Friday, Dec. 3, 12-3 p.m., VC 14-220.

CORPORATE PRESENTATIONS - FALL 2004
DATE

DAY

TIME

LOCATION

10/4

Mon

6 p.m.

VC 2-125

SPONSORS FOR
10/5
EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITY

Tue

5:30 p.m.

VC 2-190

US CLEARING

10/5

Tue

12:30 p.m.

VC 3-160

LEHMAN BROTHERS

10/6

Wed

6:15 p.m.

COMPANY
CITIGROUP
Retail Bank

Library - Room 750

6 p.m.
Tue
WACHOVIA
10/12
These presentations are open to all students. Refreshments are usually served.
Dates and locations are subject to change. Check the Calendar at:
http://baruchcdc.erecruiting.com
for updated information, workshop schedules and other job listings.
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Baruch’s Model United Nations Club
Aims for Gold Next Spring

The Oprah Winfrey Show

By YAIR MATAN
Contributing Writer

It is well known to everyone that Oprah
Winfrey has a magical gold touch. Whatever
she touches turns into gold. If a company is not
doing well, or an individual wants to release a
new product to the market, the best way to do
so is through Oprah’s show. For example, pink
sleepers that she said she uses at home
increased 1,000 percent in sales from that
moment on the show and the three following
weeks, according to VH1.
A couple of weeks ago Oprah surprised everyone around the globe. She distributed 276 brand
new cars on her show to the audience. The idea
came from Pontiac. Pontiac was about to
release a brand new car. An advertisement on
Oprah’s show costs about $70,000. To get the
public to be familiar with a new product, com-

panies have to advertise numerous times.
The total cost to Pontiac for the cars was $7
million, but the exposure that the car received,
and still does, is nothing relatively comparable.
There was not even one paper that didn’t mention the show. Shows all around the world
showed the moment where Oprah was jumping
on the stage while declaring the great prize saying, “Everybody Gets a Car! Everybody Gets a
Car!”
Pontiac reported that visits to its website are
up eightfold, and that local dealers have reported an increase in calls inquiring about the car.
The target market for the car consists of
women.
Jay Leno said on his show afterwards that he
is going to give something even more valuable,
and the crowd went crazy. Leno declared he
was giving each one a picture of himself.

Bankruptcy Grounds Airline Industry
By YAIR MATAN
Contributing Writer

There are a few ways to get to Florida. The
most common is flying, but some go by car.
This route requires about 20 hours of straight,
non-stop driving. The problem is that sooner or
later those going to Florida will not have any
other choice but to drive.
Since Sept. 11, the aviation industry went
through heavy turbulence. The list is growing
from year to year, domestically and worldwide.
In July 2002, Vanguard shut its lights. In
December 2002, we saw United-Airlines closing its doors. In May 2003 the sun set on
Hawaiian Airlines, TWA, Swiss-Air, UKAirlines, Australian-Airlines, Lufthansa,
British-Airways, and many more. These companies were at the edge of bankruptcy just
before mountains of dollars were distributed as
ER IVs mainly from governments.
Today, we are facing again almost the same
reality. According to The New York Times,
Alitalia, the Italian airways, is cutting almost
25 percent of its employees, which adds up to
5,000 people. Recently, all the financial media
reported that US Airways must cut costs by
$1.5 billion a year; otherwise it will join TWA
and friends. Eight hundred million in its cost
cuts should come from its unions. US Airways
has warned that a bankruptcy filing could be
imminent in the coming weeks if it can't cut
new labor deals with its unions.
The main union, who leads the bankruptcy,
according to the company’s directors, is the
pilots’ union. The airline asked for $295 mil-

lion in annual wages and benefit cuts from the
pilots. The Wall Street Journal says that the
pilots’ group at US Airways accused the company of demanding too many sacrifices from
employees, saying the airline's request for $295
million in annual wage and benefit cuts from
pilots had "gone from need to greed."
US Airways Chief Executive Bruce Lakefield
urged the pilots' union a week before the company filed for bankruptcy to accept the proposal, arguing that "the price is even higher" if US
Airways is forced to seek bankruptcy protection. An agreement with the Air Line Pilots
Association is seen as crucial for the struggling
airline to win agreements from its other unions.
The pilots' union is deeply divided since they
have been confronted with this all-or-nothing
proposition.
Recently, Reuters reported that Delta has
been racing to cut costs and has said it could be
forced to file for bankruptcy if it could not
lower expenses and revamp its business. Chief
Executive Gerald Grinstein, speaking in
Atlanta, said the airline is targeting more than
$5 billion in annual savings by 2006, and cutting 10 percent of its workforce, with 6,000 to
7,000 job cuts over the next 18 months. Delta
is also closing its hub at Dallas/Fort Worth.
Grinstein made it very simple on Sept. 8, on
CNBC saying, “if the unions won’t cooperate,
they will learn how to spell CHAPTER 11.”
In the meantime, Delta and US Airways’
pilots started to use their early retirement
option, in order to save their savings before the
company will close forever.

By JOANNE WONG
Contributing Writer

Last week, the Model United Nations Club at
Baruch held its first meeting this semester. The
club, founded two years ago, is Baruch’s delegation to the Model United Nations Conference
and attends annually at the Hilton Hotel and
United Nations Headquarters in New York.
The National Model United Nations conference (NMUN) is the world’s largest universitylevel United Nations simulation. The NMUN is
a program of the National Collegiate
Conference Association (NCCA), a non-governmental organization of the United Nations,
which educates annually more than 3,100 students (50 percent from outside the United
States) about the role of the UN and the contemporary international issues it faces.
This year, Baruch’s Delegation is proud to
have Dr. Dov Waxman, its new faculty advisor.
Waxman was born and raised in London,
England and studied Politics, Philosophy and
Economics as an undergraduate at Oxford
University. At Oxford University he learned
about and participated in his first Model UN.
Waxman studied for his Masters and
Doctorate degrees at the School of Advanced
International Studies of Johns Hopkins
University in Washington D.C. While in
Washington D.C., he also worked as a
researcher at the Center for Strategic and
International Studies, a foreign policy research
institute. Prior to coming to Baruch, Waxman
spent two years teaching at Bowdoin College in
Maine (where he served as the faculty advisor
to the student debate team). His expertise is in
International Relations and Middle East
Politics.
“I am interested in the Model UN because I
really enjoyed the experience as a student and I
believe that it is an excellent way for young
people to learn about world politics and global
issues as well as how the UN works,” said Dr.
Waxman, when asked what motivates him to
take on a role as faculty advisor to the Model
United Nations club at Baruch.
For the past two years, the club has represented the nations of Georgia and Belarus (former Soviet Republic) and sent a delegation of
students to this prestigious conference. Based
on the maximum limit of two students per committee, the number of students participating in
the conference depends on how many committees Baruch assigns to participate at the UN.
For example, in our first year the delegation
was assigned to the Republic of Georgia. The
delegation participates in 10 committees at the
UN (i.e., General Assembly, Economic and
Social Council Plenary, and United Nations

How Hip-Hop 201 Became the “Most Improved Club of the
Year” Well Underway to Renewed Success
By AL GREEN

Contributing Writer
I was in my second semester here at Baruch
in Fall 2001 when the Vertical Campus opened
its doors to Baruch’s general population. I was
quite bored with the student clubs and organizations because I felt that most of them were
based on race, religion, or major. Hip Hop 201
is one of the few clubs at Baruch that is not
based on any of the above
I organized the club that semester and quickly recruited an Executive Board to help me
make Hip Hop 201 a premiere club. Hip Hop
201 is the next level of a club that started at the
Borough of Manhattan Community College as
Hip Hop 101. Since this is a four-year school,
unlike BMCC, I felt that we should up the ante.
The club is designed to promote the culture of
hip-hop throughout the Baruch community by
giving students a chance to participate in events
such as parties, plays, talent shows, forums, and
live interviews with famous and upcoming hiphop artists.
When Hip Hop 201 held its first membership
drive in the Fall 2001 semester, nearly 150 students signed up and more than 50 students
showed up for its first general meeting. Like
any new club at Baruch it had problems. Its
launch was delayed and it went out of business
that semester. Hip Hop 201 was considered a
joke.
More than two years have passed since the
club opened and shut its doors in the same
semester, and my vision for the club is finally
being brought to life. After taking a semester
off to see my 5-year-old son start school, I

wanted to help Hip Hop 201. Last semester I
created a new team, with juniors Paula Alladin
and Sumita Jeremy leading the way as president and vice president. Their work, coupled
with support from the school’s radio station
WBMB (87.9FM), has taken this group to new
heights.
“The radio station has and will remain to play
a crucial part in the success of this club,” said
Jeremy. The co-sponsorships with the radio
station has brought some of hip-hop’s newest
acts such as Cassidy, Grapf, and Shells to the
Baruch community.
Hip Hop 201 is also active in school politics.
President Alladin said that having Benjamin
Mohammed Chavis, president of the Hip Hop
Summit Action Network, was essential for

Baruch students. Chavis has guided the stillevolving organization toward a more concrete,
community-oriented course of action. He has
established literacy and education funding
advocacy programs and has registered nearly 2
million youths in the United States to vote in
the upcoming election.
“This semester is the real test for my club; it’s
like dropping our second album after going
platinum on our first,” said Alladin. “We have a
big name to live up to,” he added.
Hip Hop 201 won the “Most Improved Club
of the Year Award” last semester for the year
2003-2004 at the USG-sponsored award show.
It will be organizing many events this semester
including one showcasing talented hip-hop
artists.

Members of Hip Hop 201 pose in front of their banner. Hip Hop 201 was named the "Most
Improved Club" at the 2003-2004 USG awards dinner in May. (Photo/Hip Hop 201)

Educational, Scientific, and Cultural
Organization). As a result, with the help of
Dean Myrna Chase, Baruch was able to send 20
students to the 2002-2003 conference.
At the conference, students work with delegates from other schools to set the agenda for
their committee for the next four days.
Delegates make speeches, arguments, draft
working papers, and address issues being discussed by the United Nations and the international community. It could take anywhere
between 1-2 days to draft and get support for a
working paper. There are usually 10-12 working papers on the floor, and on average, only
half of them will be accepted. Sponsors of any
working paper must get the support of at least
half of the member states in their committee.
This requires students to have a great deal of
knowledge of their assigned country and know
which countries are allies and which are not.
The Chair of the committee will review the
document once there are enough signatories.
Usually, revisions to the draft are required and
the signatories must be informed of any
changes. This can result in contempt among
member states and withdrawal of their support.
The Chair reviews each revision and it
becomes a draft resolution when the final version is accepted. Member states go into voting
procedures on the fourth day and vote to accept
or reject draft resolutions originating in their
committee. During this procedure, delegates
can request amendments to any draft resolution. Each request will pass or fail by the
majority vote. Drafts that are passed become
resolutions and will be submitted and subjected
to voting (for or against) by the General
Assembly Plenary, or the Economic and Social
Plenary, on the fifth and last day of the conference. If accepted, the resolutions will apply to
all member states of the UN.
Every school is judged, and those who perform their role well, will get an award at the
end of the conference. This award recognizes
the hard work, time, and dedication the delegations spend on research and learning about the
different issues and countries, drafting and
redrafting position papers, meeting deadlines,
having 10-hour conference days, and putting on
the best show for their school.
With Dr. Waxman’s expertise in the Middle
East, the delegation will swim out of the Baltic
and represent a Middle Eastern country at the
2004-2005 conference, held next March. Dr.
Waxman is an invaluable asset to the club and
will guide the delegation to new heights. The
delegation will put on a strong show representing Baruch, and with the leadership of Dr.
Waxman, aim to take home the gold.

Society for Human
Resource Management
Wins the
Superior Merit Award
By ROSA ESTEVEZ
Contributing Writer

The 2004 Society for Human Resource
Management (SHRM) National Conference
and Exposition was held in New Orleans, LA.
More than a great time to network and meet students in the Human Resource field all over the
nation, this experience provided the Baruch
Chapter of SHRM with the opportunity to
enhance their learning experience by participating in multiple educational workshops. Among
these were: “Do you have what it takes to be an
HR professional?” which covered the major
seven skills including technological, project
management, communication, global knowledge, and others required to succeed as an HR
professional. “Networking for success” and
“Cultural Adaptability” were two of the presentations that were “sold out.”
Officers Natasha Petit O’Connor, Susanna
Cornelius, Alfredo Liz, Eric Jackson, Han Mi
Ann, and Rosa Estevez proudly represented
Baruch in New Orleans. Baruch’s SHRM won
the Superior Merit Award for bringing information to every student who attended the workshops and major speaker events during the past
semesters. Participation during a humorous
presentation held by keynote speaker Patrick
Grady, author of “Who Moved My Cheese?”
provided the officers with numerous keys to
successful and motivational living.
To obtain information about Baruch’ SHRM,
weekly internship & job postings, current info
on HR issues, and educational seminars, stop
by room VC 3-226.
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The Presidential Election—Watch What You Are Being Fed
The 2004 Presidential Election is only 29 days away and the first debate between presidential candidates George W. Bush and John F. Kerry has finally brought the issues to the table.
But in these last few days before the election, it seems that the media are not focusing on the issues
that the candidates are raising—but are instead feeding the general public a stream of short sound
bytes that they hope their audience wants to hear. They media has effectively been repeating the same
quotes day after day that may draw a viewer’s ears closer to the television set but end up leaving listeners with a hazy view of the candidates’ actual stances on the issues.
For the most part Kerry has been portrayed as a shaky candidate who has trouble standing beside his
beliefs. But for all of the 24-hour news channels, very few reporters actually go beyond the hype and
beyond the repetition to focus on the facts of the issues.
Mudslinging and sound bytes do wonders for ratings, but most of the time they do little to inform the
general public of what the candidates stand for and what candidates plan to do if they are elected to
the office of the presidency.
President Bush and Senator Kerry have starkly contrasting views on many of our major policies. In
their most basic existence, the candidates’ views on both foreign and domestic issues are intricate and
vital to our nation’s progress. Yet the major news media do little but talk about the candidates’ characters, which although pertinent, should be held to a secondary standard to the issues. We need a media
that will examine the facts in an operation to educate the masses about the issues. Instead we deal with
a press that brings its own set of opinions to the table and asks the viewers to derive the facts from the
reporters’ views on the issues.
In the end, a successful administration cannot be defined by a sound byte, quote or statement.
Presidencies are defined by policies, laws and results and if the media does not place their focus where
it is necessary —they are not only doing the general public a great disservice but are also sacrificing
their integrity for the sake of increased profits.

You are the students--Speak Up!

It doesn’t happen every day, or even every week, but every once in a while a student comes into The
Ticker office and makes a general complaint about our newspaper. Whether the complaint is in reference to our selection of articles or our inability to pick up on grammatical mistakes, it is rarely followed with a proposal by which we can correct the problem.
Most of the time, Ticker staff members end up having to listen to comments such as, “My professor
was making fun of your newspaper and the whole class was laughing,” or “You guys can’t spell,” or
our favorite “No wonder nobody reads The Ticker.”
It is time, folks! It is time… time for those of you that whine and whine about our inability to produce
a “quality” paper to step up to the plate. Put in some effort. Prove that you could do, what we cannot.
If there are professors out there, whether you are journalism professors or marketing and sociology
professors that criticize and laugh at The Ticker, we suggest you quit laughing at your reflection. After
all, that is what we are -- a reflection of your lectures, thoughts, opinions and experiences.
Up until recently, every issue of The Ticker would emphasize that we have been “the students’ voice”
since 1932. We hope that we’ve stayed true to that motto. We also like to think we’ve expanded since
then and have become the voice of whole Baruch community. If you feel you can argue otherwise, feel
free to do so. If the thought of future generations reading archived Ticker articles to get a better idea
of who we describe you to be upsets you, do something about it.
It is true that we do not have a faculty adviser and it is true that we are a publication run by and for
the students. Consequently, we may make mistakes and play to biases. Previously established rules and
guidelines ensure that we produce the best newspaper that our abilities allow us to. Your ideas and criticisms, either constructive or not, are not a threat to us. Your participation and expressed interest is not
just for the newspaper that you pick up every week by the escalators; it is for the paper you would like
to see.
We are your voice. Help us in our mission to speak for you.
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Quote of the Week:
“What better place to give my money, than to the school that helped me succeed
as a person.”
-Lawrence Field, upon the renaming of the 17 Lexington Avenue Building
to the Lawrence Field Building
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From Dan’s Desk...
Can’t Buy Me
DAN MARCHIONE

A recent public event has led me to believe that
if you throw a couple million dollars at someone, you can have anything you want. In San
Francisco, the once-storied ballpark known as
Candlestick Park has officially been renamed
Monster Park. Having no real connection to the
Bay Area or its sports teams has lessened the
blow of such a dramatic event. It has become
incredible how dollar signs have replaced many
of the historical landmarks in the country.
However, before the rest of the article gets
deep into the corporate disgust taking over the
nation let’s look at something good. As a freshman, I was lucky enough to have had all four of
my years at Baruch in the Vertical Campus.
This past week, the VC has taken on the name
of “The William and Anita Newman Vertical
Campus.” After initially being unhappy about
the decision, it settled in and has made me see
that Baruch could have done worse (How does
the Citibank Vertical Campus sound to you?).
The same donors also contributed to the library
that bears the same name. Consistency. As an
accounting major, I like that! The only major
concern is if their generous gift will go to what
it is intended for, mainly the education of the
students. Twenty-five million dollars can go a
long way toward the betterment of our education and hopefully Baruch’s administration will
see it that way (and not invest another dime in
those big metal stairs that were once escalators).
Corporations that flaunt their name and trademarks have gotten seriously out of control.
Can you imagine one day watching your
Yankees at Philip Morris Field? It would be the
end of “The House that Ruth Built” and would
pave the way for the new era: “The House that
Lung Cancer Built.” Corporations have begun
to slap their name on anything somebody is
willing to sell. Stadiums, buildings, television
shows, and public tradeshows have all succumb to the new corporate name game. It is
impossible to go to any event and not be inun-

dated with big company jargon: “Today’s
Broadway show brought to you by XYZ
Company, proud sponsors of The Ford
Theater.” It would not be so bad if you could
somehow escape its presence, but that is all but
impossible. From Little League Fields to the
ferry you take to work, they will all be sponsored one day. Even schools have begun to
adopt this trade in order to bridge the everwidening budget gaps. I remember going to
P.S. 49, these days kids go to Columbia
University’s Satellite Public School at P.S. 49.
It is sad to see a world where big corporations
are polluting your mind before you are even old
enough to make bad decisions for yourself.
Kids’ schools are being sponsored by major
universities, their lunches have been made possible by a grant from Such and Such
Corporation, and they’re still peddling candy
bars to neighbors to win a 25-sticker book of
Pokemon cards. The end result is called fund
raising, most of which will never directly affect
the children involved and that is an unfortunate
situation.
Of course, like every other situation in society, we must blame someone for the ill effects
on society. The main culprit has to be Nike.
Once a small struggling tennis shoe company,
Nike is now the worldwide leader in athletic
apparel. As if that was not enough for the company, they made sure that every piece of equipment made bared their name or the eternal
“Swoosh” symbol. Others instinctively followed suit, which leads to today’s apparel that
simply makes people into walking billboards.
Except billboards make money, in this case the
consumer is paying to be an advertisement.
From the food we eat, to the clothes we wear,
to the buildings we work and learn in, everything has been branded by big businesses.
Independent thought is condemned and conformity praised. The only question that remains
is: “Can You Be Bought?”

Recap: Last Thursday Night’s
Presidential Debate
LEO SHVARTSMAN
Last Thursday night, President Bush and
Senator Kerry debated each other at the
University of Miami in Coral Gables, Fla. And
while the candidates made sure to showcase
their stances on the important issues regarding
the “umbrella topic of foreign policy and
homeland security,” there were some things
that many in the audience would have probably
liked to see, but didn’t.
It would have been nice if the audience had
been allowed to applaud. Saving the booing
and chair throwing for the baseball games is
one thing, but some clapping and cheering
would have been nice.

And how about some accountability? The only
thing stopping the candidates from going over
their allotted time limit were a few lights and a
buzzing sound. Jim Lehrer should have made
each candidate eat a taranchula, “Fear Factor”style, for every second that a candidate went
over his time limit. Two minutes per question
should have been plenty for candidates to outline their foreign and national security policies.
In all, the debate proved informative and
watching the candidates proved entertaining.
Where else would the American population
find out that it was actually Osama Bin Laden
and not Saddam Hussein who was behind the
attacks of September 11?
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When She’s Good She’s Very Good
But When She’s Bad...
AYESHA AJAZ

Last week, I had the (uh) privilege to write a
feature article about a comedian visiting
Baruch’s Performing Arts Center (I know. I had
a sore tongue following that because I had to
constantly bite on it to keep from saying things
a feature writer should abstain from. My only
consolation was that I would be able to write
about her act in the Op-Ed section. Ah, I love
my section!)
Even more beautiful thing is: who’s going to
stop me from speaking out my mind? [Evil
laughter.]
Beginning now, with this notoriously funny
British Muslim female stand-up comedian and
her attributes. I always have a hard time trying
to decide which adjective to line up first. I
believe she probably has a hard time standing
up to them herself. Is she British? Yes. Is she
from Pakistan? Uh…Yes. So should I instead
call her British Pakistani, or Pakistani British?
Good thing this question did not occur to me
while I was writing the feature.
And yes, she is a Muslim too. Her favorite
joke seems to be people touching her back. In
Mecca, the holiest city for Muslims worldwide,
millions of Muslim throng in the vast mosque
for pilgrimage. I can imagine some congestion
there similar to the squashing in any New York
subway — or even a London Metro for that
matter. One can very well expect to be brushed
against someone, in an awkward place, in such
situations. Why is then, feeling someone’s hand
brush against her back, or “bum” as she calls it,
an “issue?” And not to mention while she was
surrounded by thousands of…women! Then
she tries to lend credibility to the fact by saying
that other women, when hearing this from her,
exclaimed that the same thing had happened to
them too. But of course! You spend a week
walking and praying amidst three million people in a relatively small area. It is bound to happen, not once, but maybe three times a day!
Our entertainer however, believes this to be
an amusing story, regardless of how it belittles
the religious passion with which millions of
Muslims visit the holy city despite the terrible
accommodation. She even degrades the rigidity and beliefs that Muslim women hold true to
their existence. Our comedian, who at an earlier appearance at BPAC (now renamed to something I cannot remember) wore a “hijab,” a
headscarf that covers the neck and hair, had
reappeared without one. According to her,
although the scarf hides the hair because hair is
considered sexually attractive, she has been
unsuccessful at attracting anyone with the hair
on her legs. That’s funny, although so far in the
routine she appeared to be joking about her
lifestyle. Now it seems that she is cracking
jokes on something she doesn’t even support
anymore. Now that she has cut her hair, dyed it
a different color with highlights and had it
blow-dried, it’s hard to imagine that her new
look wouldn’t work wonders, despite having
hairy legs, (which, for the comedian’s information in case she chances upon this article, can
be shaved if she wishes to progress in her deMuslimization-the first step being the removal

of the headscarf-and begin wearing short
skirts.) I am being too harsh, but hey, so was
she!
If I were to WANT to feel so disturbed so that
I would like to commit myself to solitude for
the next three weeks, I would recall the part of
her routine that dealt with the issue about sex.
But I wouldn’t. Considering that I do have an
exam in four hours and I would feel that way
afterwards anyway, I dare not bother.
See, it’s not that if we laugh in the face of our
beliefs a thunderbolt would tear through the
ceiling and strike us dead. We found out that
this doesn’t happen the night this comedian
unfolded her routine. After the first two or three
nervously anticipated thunder crashes from an
angered God did not happen, the audience
laughed boldly. Ha! See that Grandma, I
laughed at Jesus and nothing happened. I said
Jesus because until now it was only the
Christians that mocked their religion so blatantly. Maybe, if Muslims eventually slip into
the same era of Islamic history in which religious disrespect comes naturally to everyone, I
would begin saying Muhammad or Allah. May
I never see light of that day. But I have to give
it to her, she would be a riot to atheists who
look for reasons to discard religion from their
lives. For me, she was unbelievable.
Turning to more serious aspects of this comedian that I haven chosen not to name. People
who know what I am talking about will know
exactly what I’m talking about. Those who
don’t, well I would suggest you to go see her
performance, not as an entertainment, but as a
lesson. Many of us might be first-generation
American, or maybe recently naturalized
Americans. She does bring to light the ways
Muslim kids think these days about religion
and life. If anything, we can learn what to talk
to them about!
Islam is, according to our beliefs, the last religion that will be revealed through the skies.
Muslims believe that their religion will be protected by our God from, let me say, discoloration. For us, purity of the path many of us
CHOSE to take, as opposed to being born into
Muslim families by mere chance, has been
promised. Keeping these simple facts in mind,
it seems disturbing that one of our own would
stand up in front of an eclectic crowd and join
them in confusing our beliefs and morals
extending from them. I wouldn’t call this girl a
heretic; she knows exactly what she’s talking
about, and the gravity of the matter. She chooses however, to make light of them, an act not
supported by Islamic teachings.
To put a smile back onto your faces, I would
repeat in conclusion a quote from the comedian’s hate e-mails that she read aloud as part of
her routine: “Your act is sh*t, you are sh*t and
I think you should quit while you’re still sh*t.”
I really wouldn’t call anyone this, but I still
think this was really funny. Try saying this in
her signature deadpan British accent, you’ll see
what I mean.

The opinions expressed on the Op-Ed pages are those of the individual writers, and do not necessarily represent the opinions of The Ticker editorial staff. The Ticker accepts typewritten or e-mailed opinion pieces from Baruch College students. Please note that all pieces must be signed. Unsigned pieces will not be published. However, when appropriate,
names will be withheld upon request. Publication of Op-Ed articles is contingent upon an editorial board vote. Writers should provide day and evening telephone numbers, as
well as an e-mail address if possible. All submissions are subject to editing for space and clarity. Address all opinion pieces and letters to the Op-Ed editor.
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Professor Questions Bush Administration’s
Neo-Conservative Policies
PROFESSOR YOSHIHIRO TSURUMI

From Last Week: Prof. Tsurumi responded to
honor MBA student Hank Sheller’s critism on
his article published in the Scarsdale Inquirer
(also published in The Ticker last week).
“Sheller should have discovered that the
income gap widening was accelerated during
the Reagan-Bush I era. At least Bill Clinton
was aware of the harmful effcts of the widening
income gaps upon the fundamental democrazy
and economic growth of the US. GWB’s
America is increasingly resembling Mexico and
Brazil. America’s democracy is atrophying.
GWB’s America is not a democracy, but a kleptocracy.”
Beranke, Greenspan and other Bushite apologists wrongly attribute America’s jobless
recovery to a “phenomenal increase in labor
productivity” (real GDP divided by total hours
worked). They wrongly reverse the causeeffect relationship between labor productivity
increase and soft job market. In reality, it is the
soft job market that is enlarging merely numerically the labor productivity number. When
GDP growth is not creating jobs adequately, the
labor productivity benefits are captured by corporate aristocrats helping themselves to
bulging corporate profits. During the Clinton
Administration, a phenomenal increase in labor
productivity produced the unprecedented and
sustained economic growth. This created 26
million good jobs and turned Reagan-Bush I
budget deficits into surpluses.The White House
leadership matters.
The economic recession began before GWB
took office. But this does not exonerate him
from jobless recovery caused by his wrongheaded tax cuts and other anti-growth policies.
It is true that the U.S. economy was damaged
by the 9-11 attacks. But, this does not exonerate GWB from his refusal to apply economic
stimuli and from his unilateral attacks on Iraq at
the expense of truly fighting the Al Qaeda terrorists in Afghanistan. If GWB recognized the
economic damage of the 9-11 attacks, he
should have been doing his utmost to mend
them. We want GWB and other politicians to
resolve the problems when they recognize
them. GWB has so far made foolish excuses
for them. His declared policies for his “four
more years” will be disastrous for America —
making his wrong tax cuts permanent, solidifying the “neo-con” bias of the Supreme Court
and deepening quagmire in Iraq and
Afghanistan. John Kerry recognizes his duty to
mend a torn America. His proposed policies
are concrete and realistic. He is not suffering
from GWB-like character deficiencies.
Instead of large tax cuts for the wealthy and
cash- and inventory-rich corporations, GWB
should have cut the payroll taxes of the working Americans. In his acceptance speech,
GWB promised to “lighten the financial burdens of Medicare for ordinary Americans.”
Next day, he made the largest increase in the

Medicare payroll tax. GWB should have continued to give lump-sum tax rebates, this time,
to all the households. He should have extended
the unemployment benefits at least by six
months. He should have increased, instead of
cutting, federal grants to states and
local municipalities. This way, they did not
have to cut vital services like education, health,
police, fire fighting, homeland security, and
road maintenances. GWB should expand the
social safety nets including government’s
health care for the working Americans and
small businesses. GWB should also drop his
dogmatic opposition to increasing the federal
minimum wage from $5.15 per hour (set grudgingly over 7 years ago) to at least $8 per hour.
This is a good economic stimulus as well as a
social justice.
Federal Reserve’s monetary policies are not
effective in the deflationary and jobless economy (the problems of overcapacity of the economy). Targeted fiscal stimuli are necessary to
generate sustainable consumption expenditures. This is Economics 101, not a rocket science. But GWB was fixated with wrong kinds
of tax cuts at wrong time. Conscientious economists, liberal or conservative, warned that
GWB’s tax cuts would destroy jobs. He refused
to even moderate his large tax cuts of the
wealthy to pay for the Iraq War. Instead, he
deceived Americans into believing that Iraq’s
oil revenues would pay for all the war and
reconstruction costs. Treasury Secretary Paul
O’Neill suggested to GWB all the real economic stimuli that I have outlined. GWB fired him,
killing the messenger of bad news rather than
resolving the real problems. When General
Eric Shinseki, the Army’s chief of staff, questioned GWB’s Iraq occupation plans as “inadequate,” he was fired. Shinseki’s warnings
have come true from Iraq quagmire to Abu
Ghraib tortures of Iraqi prisoners. GWB’s character deficiencies are making the U.S. unsafe at
home and abroad.
Contrary to neo-con ideologues’ assertions,
there is no empirical or theoretical evidence
showing that “ lower taxes promote economic
growth” or that “tax and spending cuts reduce
government budget deficits” or that “individual
and corporate tax cuts stimulate real, not financial, investments.” I tried to teach GWB and
his classmates to separate economics from their
ideological bias. GWB never got it. We do not
have to wait for another 10 to 15 years to recognize harmful effects of GWB’s tax cuts. Just
look around you, Sheller. GWB’s economic
recovery is extremely anemic. The middleincome groups see their total tax burdens
increasing and their real income declining.
MBA’s job hunting is getting more difficult.
Of course, GWB is now blaming Hurricanes
Charley, Frances, Ivan and others for America’s
jobless recovery. GWB insists that outsourcing
jobs abroad is good for America and that
McDonald’s is a “manufacturing” firm. He
lacks a moral courage to face the reality.

GWB insists wrongly that the wealthy
deserve greater tax cuts because they are the
major taxpayers. All American residents are
directly and indirectly paying taxes. The working Americans are shouldering larger tax burdens relative to their income. They are also
entrusting their government to take care of such
public benefits and services as national
security, education, Medicare, economic prosperity, Social Security and protection of natural
environment. Tax cuts are also services cuts.
Corporate tax cuts do not only take a form of
corporate income tax rate cuts. Due to
Democrats’ resistance to GWB’s attempts at
reducing drastically corporate income tax rates,
GWB used hidden forms of corporate
tax cuts — increased subsidies and widened
loopholes of corporate tax codes.
Sheller wrongly stated “the past four years
have seen a large expansion of the powers and
budgets of the Securities and Exchange
Commission (SEC), huge increases in federal
education spending and new environmental
regulation.” During the election campaign of
2000, the candidate Bush promised that he was
going to increase Pell grants (college students’
work study stipends and others). Then, he
reduced them as soon as he got to the White
House. During the presidential candidates’
debates in Boston in 2000, the candidate Bush
declared that he would increase the Low
Income Household Energy Assistance. Then,
he cut it in his first year of presidency. GWB
reneged his promised $27 billion for the “No
Child Left Behind.” Despite his oft-repeated
promise to extend the 10-year old ban on
assault rifles, he let it die on Sept. 13. Similar
broken promises and heartless acts are abounding. GWB’s “flip flop” or “bait and switch”
breaking of promises has been legendary since
his Texas governor days. His “compassionate
conservatism” is a cruel hoax. In his acceptance
speech this year, he promised to increase Pell
grants and assistances to Medicare and Social
Security. He threw in all kinds of meaningless
numbers like “400 rural clinics” and “7 million
new house owners in 5 years.” Will
Americans be fooled again?
If the SEC has expanded indeed its powers
and budgets, this was mainly due to
Democrats’ and public outcries over Enron and
like corporations’ malfeasances. Even then,
GWB refused to do as much as he should have.
In fact, he has continued to subvert the regulatory powers and enforcement of SEC, Federal
Communication Commission, Federal Election
Commission, Federal Trade Commission,
Environmental Protection Agency and other
federal regulatory powers. GWB’s favorite
method to subvert all these watchdog functions
is to appoint Bushite ideologues or industry
lobbyists into the key administrative positions
-of SEC, EPA, and other agencies.
These “stealth” destroyers dismantle vital
watchdog functions of federal regulatory agencies. Bush-Cheney have continued in secrecy to

dismantle environmental protection rules under
the guise of new “energy policy initiatives,”
Clearn Air Initiative,” and “Healthy Forest
Initiative.” They are dictated by the industries
that have poured tens of millions of dollars to
Bush/Republican political campaigns. Vice
President Dick Cheney has continued to be on
Halliburton payroll. GWB and Cheney practice blatantly this kind of conflict of interest.
With impunity, Wal-Mart violates antitrust and
consumer protection laws and exploits employees. It has continued to buy up its competitors
or destroy them through predatory pricing war.
It busts labor unions. It destroys American
suppliers’ jobs. It forces local communities to
absorb the social costs of Wal-Mart’s social
dumping and labor and community exploitation. In the name of “voting integrity,” GWBAshcroft are robbing minorities and poor folks
of their right to vote. They are suspected to
vote against GWB.
Bernake and other Bushites belittle the job
destruction effects of GWB’s economic and
social policies. They resort to the arts of “big
lies” and hiding embarrassing facts. In March
this year, when GWB stopped promising “2.6
million new jobs by this fall,” his Bureau of
Labor Statistics stopped publishing a monthly
report of manufacturing and service industry
layoffs. Now, Cheney, GWB’s lying hatchet
man, says that the unemployment rate statistics
does not reflect a true picture of job relations
because there are “lots of people selling in the
e-bay.” Figures don’t lie, but liars do figure.
There are two types of teachers. One is a
“teacher by positive example” and the other is
a “teacher by negative example.” GWB,
Enron’s Ken Lay, GE’s Jack “Neutron” Welch,
Nike’s CEO and other corrupt corporate aristocrats are the latter. You should not emulate
them. I don’t believe that all business executives are bad. I have told my class that George
Soros is a teacher by positive example. He is
using his hard-earned financial wealth and personal influence to defend democracy at home
and abroad. GWB and his cronies are abusing
their often ill-got wealth (GWB’s insider trading profits from his defunct Harken Energy)
and power to destroy democracy at home and
abroad.
Make no mistake. GWB and his neo-con
cronies are intent on pushing the Unites States
back to the “Gilded Age.” They are not conservatives, but extreme radicals waging their
right-wing revolution. Their economic, foreign, social, and judicial policies are those of
the imperialistic kleptocracy — robbing the
poor to benefit the wealthy, powerful and wellconnected. They will accelerate outsourcing of
America’s jobs abroad. They will destroy fundamental human and civil rights. They will
destroy the separation of church and state.
Abroad, GWB’s “Neo-Con Imperialism” will
continue to tear apart the world and will hurt
ordinary folks at home.

The Other Side Of The Picture

Professor Tsurumi’s raging op-ed, “Bush’s
Character Deficiencies and Governing by
Lies?” in the 9/27 issue of The Ticker, raises
several serious questions. Professor Tsurumi
had George W. Bush in his class at the Harvard
Business School and says GWB exhibited
“pathological lying habit and indulging in
denial when challenged” Question: What grade
did Tsurumi give him? If not a failing grade,
why not? What grades did other professors give
him? Do any of the many other professors who
had GWB as a student (at HBS or elsewhere)
share Tsurumi’s opinion of him? If “GWB
showed [at HBS] that he lacks the requisite
leadership qualities, honesty, sincerity, honor,
independence, compassion, and moral
courage” was a liar to boot, and presumably
failed Tsurumi’s course, why was he not
expelled instead of being awarded a prestigious

PROF. E.S. SAVAS

MBA degree? Neither the Bush name nor the
Kennedy name can finagle an MBA from the
HBS.
Tsurumi says that he started warning
Americans about GWB since before the last
presidential election. Why didn’t the Gore staff
use his dynamite charge during that hardfought campaign? Were his allegations examined then and dismissed? Moreover, such a letter from a well-known professor during this
year’s fierce election battle should be great
ammunition for the Kerry campaign and a story
that the New York Times, Washington Post,
Dan Rather at CBS, and other pro-Kerry media
would kill for. This should be far more damning than the now-discredited story of GWB’s
National Guard service. Why didn’t Professor
Tsurumi send his allegations to them instead of
to the obscure Scarsdale Inquirer? Did he try

publishing them in the major anti-Bush media?
If not, why not, considering Tsurumi’s fervent
desire to save America from GWB? Or did he
send it to them but they rejected his article
and/or his charges?
Here’s a thought: Why doesn’t The Ticker
engage in investigative journalism? Try track-

ing down other professors, both at Yale and at
HBS, and see if they support Tsurumi’s extreme
allegations about President Bush’s so-called
“character deficiencies”?
Prof. Savas teaches in the School of Public
Affairs at Baruch College.

WRITE FOR THE TICKER
Send your opinion to :
tickeroped@hotmail.com
It is time we speak up!
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The Struggle for Beautiful Music is Over
With Talib Kweli’s Latest Studio Release
By DIMITRIOS FRAGISKATOS
Staff Writer

Warning: This rap article is strictly only for
people who like good music. If you are a sucker for the “gangsta” and “pimp” imagery and
want to stay in your ignorant bubble, stop reading; turn the page and read sports or something.
Talib Kweli, who has previously graced the
pages of The Ticker in an interview, has
returned in his second solo venture called “The
Beautiful Struggle.”
When people think of conscious rap, the
prevalent image is similar to that of a pacifist;
they talk about treating women right and how
blacks should stop holding guns and become
better people, things like that. It’s so much
more than that, however. I would like to say
that people like Kweli talk about life, but
gangsta rappers say the same thing. Tupac,
Biggie, even 50 Cent, can all claim they rap
about their life, and in fact do say that.
Talib Kweli is a different breed of rapper.
Where most rappers are focused on their image
and maintaining their “street credentials,”
Kweli is focused on the music. What he makes
is entertainment, not self-promotion. He’s
clearly not worried about maintaining an image
as being the “realest” rapper Anyone who
thinks they already know Kweli may be surprised to find that his track “Broken Glass” is
on a Neptunes production. The Neptunes are
one of the most commercial producers ever, so

Talib Kweli is a legendary Hip-Hop superstar in the underground music scene. (Photo/
www.daveyd.com)

it may come as a shocker to find their beat combined with the story of a girl looking for an
easy way out of the hood. Vivid imagery of a
heart-breaking story as the substances she

“Maria Full of Grace” is Truly
A Cinematic Miracle
By JOEL NEY
Staff Writer

Movies, that realistically tell stories involving actual contemporary dramas that appear in
news reports, really deserve much credit. The
moving image can emotionally bring to life the
social problems that are stoically reported, with
no feeling, by the media. Every nugget of news
actually involves real people who hurt, just like
you and me; it doesn’t always appear that way
when we read about it and subtly allow our
imagination to comfortably sugar-coat and
absorb the reported tragedy. Not everyone can
feel the pain simply by reading about it.
Movies like “Maria Full of Grace” have the
great ability to convey a tragic issue, in this
case in illegal drugs smuggling in the modern
immigrant experience, with a realistic yet compassionate eye. It’s no wonder that the film
took the Dramatic Audience Award at the
Sundance Film Festival earlier this year, as well
as two awards from the Berlin Film Festival. It
will win more. Embedded with heavy realism,
“Maria Full of Grace” is staggering.
The beautiful Catalina Sandino Moreno plays
17-year-old Columbian girl Maria Alvarez,
who is offered an usually well-paying job that
includes a free trip to the United States: to
swallow a huge amount of wrapped pellets of

cocaine powder and thus deliver them in her
stomach past airport customs to a dealer in
New York. The practice is a huge peril,
because of the great risks involved – besides
getting caught by the authorities - if even just
one of these pellets accidentally breaks open in
one’s stomach, it will be fatal. Because of her
impoverished family’s very difficult living conditions, and with the coaching of her “friends,”
the young woman (who, unbeknownst to everyone else, is pregnant) agrees and thus her dangerous journey in the world of illegal drugs
smuggling begins.
Like the poster’s tagline says, “Maria Full of
Grace [Maria, llena eres de gracia]”is “based
on 1,000 true stories.” Sadly, every year hundreds of men and women from different countries agree to be “drug mules” and transport
these substances at the great risk of irreparably
destroying their lives.
The little-known actors and actresses are all
marvelous. Faithfully shot entirely in Spanish,
the beauty of this film is its utterly heartbreaking portrayal of a matter recurring in the immigrant experience. In this regard, maybe a wider
audience will be affected by the ultra-realism of
this film and will understand the struggles and
dilemmas of immigrants, with heart.

Scene from “Maria Full of Grace” (Photo/ movies.yahoo.com)

abuses corrupt a girl combines with wellknown Christopher Wallace and Beatles lines.
The end product is more surprising than you
think. Other producers include Hi-Tek and

Kanye West, with a surprising “Never Been in
Love” track produced by the one and only Just
Blaze.
The overall feel of the album can best be
described as “Get By.” It feels like the theme
from the “Quality” album has been extended in
this one. Where “Quality” has a variety of
themes that showcased the full extent of
Kweli’s emotions and talent, “Beautiful
Struggle” take his most powerful theme, the
repression of the African American Community
and extends it to its utmost. He provides inspiring lyrics and kicks knowledge like no one else.
His chemistry with Hi-Tek is nothing short of
amazing, especially on the last track appropriately named “Beautiful Struggle.” In it he
explains that the revolution and change that
should happen is not televised or public. The
struggle is personal, and change happens for
each one of us by each one of us. The best thing
about Kweli is that he talks about the struggle
that all African-Americans share, but he does
not alienate those of other ethnicities. We can
all understand since we have our own personal
struggles. People like Dead Prez make me
ashamed to be white, people like Kweli rap for
the community but appreciate others listening.
Great beats, and great lyrics give Kweli an
overall great score in my book and the fact that
it’s not the same thing as the first album makes
it an instant classic.

Fitzgerald’s Provides “Soul Food”
For The Irish Heart
By MIKE MILLER AND
ARTYOM MALKOV
Contributing Writers

Fitzgerald’s has been open since 1992 and is
located between 24th & 25th street on 3rd
avenue. It is a favorite among many Baruch
students as a bar to have a glass of beer and
watch a game on not one, but two High
Definition television screens. The atmosphere,
almost like many bar in New York City, is very
friendly and sometimes during sports events on
television, very energetic. They have exceptional cider, and if you want to mingle with
your fellow students or meet someone new
from college, Fitzgerald’s is the place to be.
Each dish is hand made by Chefs, father and
son. It is a family collaboration, every time you
get a dish.
For an appetizer, we tried the Fried Calamari,
which was served with a side of marinara sauce
and a slice of lemon. The calamari was delicious, especially when dipped in marinara
sauce. It was pleasantly surprising that it wasn’t served with as much grease as most restaurants and bars serve with it. There was just
enough calamari to prepare you for the entrée.
I went for their popular Fitzgerald’s Bacon
Cheeseburger; I wasn’t quite prepared to expect
such a large burger. The burger was medium
cooked and contained a few juicy strips of
bacon, melted cheddar cheese, onions and lettuce with aside of cold slaw and a pickle. Even
though the burger itself was enormous, it was
the cheddar cheese that was the main attraction.
The cheddar cheese was a refreshing supplement that helped the burger establish it’s
unique taste.
Art choose to get a classic Irish dish, Chicken
potpie with an appetizer of potato skins.
He haven’t seen the size of such big potato
skins, they were covered with smoldering
cheddar cheese and bacon (for more veggie oriented you can substitute bacon for salary).
The chicken potpie, was a big pie. With chunks
of fresh chicken backed in it for the incredible
taste. The size of portions are large, and the
price is more then affordable with most items
on the menu in range of 5 to 10 $.
The entrée was the Classic BLT served with

a side of French Fries, cold slaw and a pickle.
The Classic BLT contained a good portion of
bacon, lettuce and tomato combined with the
mayonnaise to form a quite addictive sandwich.
Many people will love the Bacon
Cheeseburger, as I loved it too. But, it is the
Classic BLT that can go overlooked, but is
actually the most memorable. It will be hard
not to request a second helping. The next time
you’re in the mood to watch a game or have a
drink with your friends, Fitzgerald’s is just
right around the corner.

Exterior of restaurant and pub Fitzgerald's.
(Photo/ Robert Benimoff)
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Shark Tale Makes A Few Small Waves
By ROBERT BENIMOFF
Contributing Writer

The pre-opening promise of “Shark Tale” was
huge. With A-List voice-overs, and animating
talent from powerhouse Pixar Entertainment,
“Shark Tale” offered the potential of an instant
classic; yet another of late for DreamWorks
productions. Though, as moviegoers have
learned time and time again, outstanding potential doesn’t always guarantee an outstanding
end product.
In fact, “Shark Tale” is the likely eventual
mixture of Mobster movie clichés with
Disney’s patented brand of animal-based social
satire. Set in an under-water representation of
‘Big City’ USA, the storyline follows the inner
development of two unlikely, however satisfactory social saviors; one inner-city youth, with
dreams of making it big in the world, and one
son-of-a-gangster, whose heart guides him
towards a different line of work.
The film also explores such existential topics
as true love vs. lust, unconditional loyalty to an
immoral way of life (the shark mafia), and the
dangers of taking loans from a loan-… you
guessed it- a loan blowfish. Perhaps the only
substantial failure of the film was in applying
such a rich plot to a screenplay and animation
obviously designed for an audience of children
and young, young adults; while marketing it to
a much more sophisticated demographic of college kids and late twenty-somethings.
To be more specific, the writing and humor
might be novel for a sheltered 10th-grader who
has happened to view the “Godfather” trilogy,
and has some knowledge of pop-culture
lifestyles, but to a seasoned yuppie hipster, the
layers of clichés and racial stereo-types can get
real old, real fast. Similarly, the bright minimalist animation is completely inappropriate
when used to set the stage for grimy, bottomfeeder lifestyle, and the atmospheric melancholy of organized crime hangouts; more gritti-

Robert DeNiro plays Don Lino the godfather in Dreamworks latest animated feature “Shark Tale.” (Photo/Dreamworks)

ness please. Even “Analyze This “ was darker
and less shallow.
That said, the voice-overs couldn’t be better,
and the characters in general are well defined
and sufficiently complicated. Increasing the
audience’s emotional connection to the very
human sea creatures is the incorporation of the
real actors’ likenesses and mannerisms into the
computer generated animation of the film. The
satirically represented world also deserves
credit for both its success in performing its
function, and for the obviously large amount of
hard work that went into its production.
This underwater metropolis, “The Reef,” is
strikingly similar to our own, as we find out
very early in the film. The center and wealthy
section of the city is called the “Upper Reef’

Jill Sobule “Underdog
Victorious” Makes A Smash Hit

Singer, songwriter Jill Sobule. (Photo/ www.bobs.com)

By CELESTE LIM
ContributingWriter

Marked by her claim-to-fame 1995 hit single,
“I Kissed a Girl,” singer/songwriter Jill Sobule
makes a comeback with her fifth album,
“Underdog Victorious,” via Artemis Records.
It’s a mix in sound between Lisa Loeb and
Shawn Colvin. Fans of Sobule’s folk-pop style
will enjoy a few good songs but will find something missing in this
“Underdog Victorious” features 13 tracks
and one bonus track. Songs are part folk, part
pop, and speak of emotions, struggles, love and
pain. The light and airy lullaby omnichord tune
of its beginning track “Freshman” speaks of
what one can only guess as the life of a “starving artist” as Sobule sings “I bet you didn’t
know/I don’t make much for this show/and

when I go home/I still have a roommate.” The
melodic “Tender Love” will move you vulnerable, while the instrumental to the title track
“Underdog Victorious” reveals all that is the
folk side of Sobule. The album closes with a
solemn “Thank Misery.” Although there are a
few fine songs like the three aforementioned
ones, Sobule’s vocal quality is weak.
“Underdog Victorious” parallels the little successes of her previous four albums. And even
though Sobule co-wrote all of the songs on the
album, it lacks depth and power in its lyrics.
Jill Sobule has come a long way since her
debut in 1990. Despite all, the artist does have
a unique sound that she can only call her own.
However, with five albums under her belt and
having been through four record labels, one
would expect further growth in musicality and
would leave disappointed.

and resembles the towering penthouses lining
Central Park in our world. This superior existence is surrounded by the industrial/residential, low-wealth squalor of urban fish, like hero
“Oscar’ (Will Smith) and his two love interests:
beautiful, shallow Lola (Angelina Jolie), and
plain but good-hearted Angie (Renee
Zellweger). The Shark Mafia is run by Don
Lino (Robert Deniro) and his two antithetically
opposed sons, villainous Frankie (Michael
Imperioli), and vegetarian Lenny (Jack Black),
along with a host of other cliché Mafiosos. It
lies in and around the Reef, but in a parallel
existence to the bright lights and commercialization of the city, making contact only for
feeding time.
The story gets interesting when the chance of

a lifetime transforms Oscar’s public image
from that of a peon, garbage truck (garbage
whale) sanitizer, to that of “Shark-Slayer’ and
savior of the Reef. Oscar’s co-hero, Lenny, has
a similar opportunity for transcendence- literally; at one point he becomes a dolphin body
guard, opposing the marauding rule his own
mafia family.
Although “Shark Tale” doesn’t measure up to
the hype and promise of its pre-release promotion, it is a reasonably worthwhile way to spend
a rainy Sunday afternoon this month. On a scale
of one to five, I give this film a very improvable
three. It’s a great starting point and with a few
alterations could be a great film.

Untitled

And this time I can gurantee...

Expressions

I'm whispering
but all you hear is shouts
and when I'm shouting
nobody is listening
I have my doubts
The rest is history
And when I go out
I want to go out peacefully
with a smile
with laughter in my eyes
The past is coming back to me
with the same dark thoughts
that haunted me
I had three strikes
next try does not exist
Everything's all right
when you look past the mist
when you smile sarcastically
but on the inside you're pissed
you're burning
practically fuming
You are reading
cuz my pages are turning
WE ARE LIKE BOOKS
search, look all you want
here you'll never find the truth
By: CHUDY
Demons
They tried to haunt me
Kick me to the side even

But I picked myself up, saw the demons look
outside my window again
They try to taunt me, make me want to scream
unpararelled into the night
I won’t take the haste, I’ll make time to be
rejoiced this time.
Demons walk away, step away from by my
side.

That I Will Win

By: Stylin Sweetz
Washed Up
I can take a hit
I can be a better person today.
I can turn frowns into smiles,
I can be your hero.
But only if you can promise me a brighter
day.
Can you look into my eyes this time without
laughing?
I can’t dare to pretend anymore.
I’m here today, and I am so washed up.
By: Mahal Kita
Closer
Hold me a little bit tighter.
But remember that you must let go.
I won’t be your shoulder to cry on anymore.
This time it’ll be different when you are all
alone.
I won’t stay here anymore and wait for you to
save me.
I’m saving myself...
Really, I’m gone.
So this is goodbye, forever.
By: Mahal Kita
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Wed-Fri 8pm
Sat 2pm, 6pm, 9pm
Sun 2pm, 5:30pm

Call the Box Office 212-420-8000 and use code “GRACC30”
Minetta Lane Theatre, 18 Minetta Lane (Between West 3rd and Bleecker) Groups 212-302-7000
*This offer cannot be combined with any other discount and is not applicable to previously purchased tickets. All sales are final. No refunds or exchanges.
Subject to availability. Normal phone and Internet service fees apply. Limit 8 tickets per order. Offer valid 9/1/04 - 12/17/04. Offer not valid 11/19-28/04.
Offer may be revoked at any time. Must show student ID.
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Women’s
Volleyball
Sweeps Past
John Jay on
Senior Night

MEN’S SOCCER

Dolphins Give Baruch First Loss in Shutout
By ROBERT BENIMOFF
Contributing Writer

Away from home, without their captain, and
playing on an unusual field, the Bearcats lost to
the C.S.I. Dolphins Wednesday, Sept. 26th.
Ending Baruch’s four-game winning streak,
C.S.I. managed to score two unanswered goals
and injure forwards Caner Yilmaz and Elyse
Pierre, taking both out of the game.
Confident in their ability to defeat the talented Dolphins, Baruch took to the bumpy grass
soccer field of the College of Staten Island,
under a hot 3:30 sun. Without star midfielder
and captain Dwayne Campbell, Baruch would
lack some amount of team coherency, as well
as the proven talent of the experienced senior.
For the Bearcats, the game began badly with a
fourth-minute chipped-in score by Sergio
Nusfaumer. The shot arched over Baruch territory and entered the net high and dead center,
eluding the grasp of Baruch goalie Robert
Jarrin.
C.S.I. scored again in the 37th minute with a
shot by forward Aldo Yubini. After a roughand-tumble first half defined by two equally
matched offences, two great defenses and
flawless goaltending by Dolphin Valon
Osmani, it became evident that a three goal
comeback would require a fantastic degree of
athleticism; perhaps greater than any team
would have been able to accomplish on this
Wednesday afternoon; especially with the takeout of Pierre by a shoving Kharson Morant
(defense); as well as the loss of Yilmaz to a rebroken toe, the result of an accidental foot
stomping by Dolphin Midfielder Robert
Wilkes.
With circumstance against them, Baruch was
unable to tie the game, and lost 2-0. This result
brings their overall standing to 4-1, and their
CUNYAC standing to 1-1.

Continued from back

On the contrary, the visiting Bloodhounds
dressed 14 players and made use of their deep
bench. This strategy kept the visitors in the
game. Midway through the second game the
score stood at 13-11 in favor of Baruch; 15
Baruch students entered the ARC gymnasium.
This addition to the home crowd seemed to
give the team life. The Bearcats went on a 102 run, which brought the score to 23-13.
John Jay’s second-year head coach, Nick
Zalkov, called a time out, trying to slow the
home team’s momentum. During the time out,
the home fans stood up and began doing the
wave while chanting “Baruch, Baruch.” The
visiting team looked intimidated by the tough
home fans.
Returning off their time out, the visiting
Bloodhounds looked breathless and unorganized. This led to them dropping the second
game 30-18.
Looking for the sweep and trying to remain
undefeated in the third game, the Bearcats
came out sluggish. The Bloodhounds jumped
out to an early 6-2 lead. The undermanned
Baruch team managed to tie the game at 9-9.
“We’ve been playing with a short bench all
year, but with focus and hustle we’ve been getting it done,” said Sequeira.
Once again, the Bearcats triumphed and completed the sweep by defeating the Bloodhounds
30-20.
The visiting Bloodhounds were given their
first defeat in conference play, while the
Bearcats upped their sizzling mark in the
CUNYAC.
During the post-game wrap-up, family and
friends gathered around the night’s honorees.
Sequeira was the most emotional, saying “It
will be good to have the same support of the
fans each night and not when we give away
free stuff,” referring to the free pizza that was
served.

W O M E N ’ S T E N N I S S TA N D I N G S
Conference

Hunter
Baruch
City College
Brooklyn
John Jay
Lehman
Staten Island
City Tech

15

W-L
3-0
2-0
2-1
1-1
0-0
1-2
0-1
0-3

Pct
1.000
1.000
.667
.500
.500
.333
.000
.000

Overall

W-L
Pct
4-2
.667
2-0 1.000
4-2
.667
2-1
.667
2-2
.500
2-4
.333
1-3
.250
0-3
.000

Hurricane Disaster Relief Drive
October 5 th to October 21 st

Bearcats (left to right) Bethold Tjeriko, Alex Sokol and Kevin Chu battle C.S.I. Dolphins for
posession. (Photo/ Robert Benimoff)

Conference

W- L- T Pct
2- 0- 0 1.000
2- 0- 1 .833
1- 0- 1 .750
1- 1- 0 .500
1- 1- 0 .500
0- 0- 2 .500
0- 2- 0 .000
0- 2- 0 .000
0- 1- 0 .000

Staten Island
City Tech
City College
Baruch
Medgar Evers
John Jay
Brooklyn
York
Hunter

Overall

W- L- T
5- 3- 0
2- 0- 1
5- 0- 1
4- 1- 0
1- 1- 0
1- 7- 2
1- 2- 0
1- 3- 0
1- 6- 0

Pct
.625
.833
.917
.800
.500
.200
.333
.250
.143

W O M E N ’ S V O L L E Y B A L L S TA N D I N G S
Conference
Overall
W-L
Pct
3-0 1.000
3-0 1.000
3-0 1.000
2-2
.500
1-1
.500
1-2
.333
1-2
.333
1-2
.333
0-2
.000
0-4
.000

City College
Baruch
John Jay
Medgar Evers
Lehman
Brooklyn
Staten Island
Hunter
City Tech
York

W-L
8-2
4-2
4-6
4-4
4-3
2-2
2-6
2-12
0-3
0-8

Pct
.800
.667
.400
.500
.571
.500
.250
.143
.000
.000

Upcoming Baruch Bearcats Sports Schedule

* S t a n d i n g s a r e c u r r e n t a s o f 9 / 2 4 f o r t e n n i s a n d 9 / 2 8 f o r v o l l e y b a l l a n d s o c c e r.

Please bring your donations to the Office of Student Life.

Suggested Items:
Any NON-PERISHABLE items:
Canned goods
Bottled water
Batteries (all sizes)
Blankets
Clothing (anything that can be worn in warm climates)

Please inquire if you wish to make a financial contribution.
If you have any questions, please see Arthur Banton in the
Office of Student Life.

Sport
Men’s
Soccer

When

Opponent

Maritime (SUNY)
John Jay
City Tech
York

Maritime
John Jay
City Tech
Metro Oval

Women’s
Volleyball

Tue. 10/5 @ 6 p.m.
Fri. 10/8 @ 6 p.m.
Sat. 10/9 @ 10 a.m.
Sat. 10/9 @ 1 p.m.
Mon. 10/11 @ 9 a.m.
Mon. 10/11 @ 1 p.m.
Fri. 10/15 @ 4 p.m.
Fri. 10/15 @ 8 p.m.
Sat. 10/16 @ 11 a.m.
Sat. 10/16 @ 1 p.m.

City Tech
Union Invitational
Union Invitational
Union Invitational
York
CCNY
Cortland
Potsdam
Brockport
New Paltz

City Tech
Union
Union
Union
Lehman
Lehman
Hunter
Hunter
Hunter
Hunter

Women’s
Cross Country

Sun. 10/10 @ 10 a.m.
Sun. 10/16 @ 10 a.m.

City Tech Invitational
DeSales U. Invitational

Van Cortlandt*
DeSales

Women’s
Tennis

Mon. 10/4 @ 4 p.m.
Fri. 10/8 @ 4 p.m.
Tue. 10/12 @ 3:30 p.m.

Brooklyn
Lehman
Hunter

Brooklyn
NTC**
Hunter

Mon. 10/4 @ 5 p.m.
Sat. 10/9 @ 6:30 p.m.
Wed. 10/13 @ 3:30 p.m.
Sat. 10/16 @ 1 p.m.

* Van Cortlandt Park is located in Broadway, Bronx
**NTC= National Tennis Center is located in Flushing, Queens

Where
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CLASSIFIED ADS
Part-T ime Tutors Needed

To teach math up to the 8th grade level.
Must be able to teach from 3:30 - 7:30 every
day Mon. to Fri.or 9AM - 6PM Saturdays and
Sundays. Make up to $15/hour.
Contact Hamid Khan at (212) 826-3330
for more information.
JENNIFER CONVERTIBLES & LEATHER
is looking for

S A L E S A S S O C I A T E S & SA L E S M A N A G E R S

If you are F r i e n d l y , F a s h i o n F o r w a r d , S e l f - M o t i v a t e d &
Enjoy a Fun Working Environment
– Jennifer is the place for you!

We are looking for Full-Timers that want
to earn $21k - 45k or Flex-Timers for $9
- $14/hour in salary/ commission.
Call 516-496-1900, ext. 3599 or
E-mail: Rfriedman@jenniferfurniture.com

Hot Spring Breaks
Discount Coupons up to $200 Cancun,
Acapulco, Jamaica & Bahamas packages
with air
Our staff’s 20th Spring Break
1-800-328-7513

Wanna See Your AD Here?
Call (646) 312-4713
or e-mail ticker_ads@baruch.cuny.edu for more
info.

THE TICKER ARTS OCTOBER 4, 2004

Complete the above form in ink and return as follows:
In a stamped envelope to:
Board of Elections
32 Broadway, 7th Floor
New York, NY 10275-0067

OR

17

drop off at the Voter Registration
Collection Areas outside of Student
Life
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W OMEN’S C ROSS-COUNTRY

Athlete Profile of the Week:

By ROBERT BENIMOFF

Mercedes Zegarra
leaders on the team, Zegarra began running
during high school. While in her sophomore
year, Zegarra made it all the way to the state
championships held in Maui, Hawaii. A few
years later, when Zegarra moved out to El
Paso, Texas, she continued to excel in running
by lettering in both Track & Field and Cross
Country at Franklin High School. To this day,
the 20-year old Peruvian continues to run hard
and hopes to run in a marathon in five years,
but for now she is focused on the current cross
country season.

Mercedes Zegarra smiles after running 3.1
miles at Van Cortlandt Park. (Photo/
Baruch Sports Information)

By PHILLIP GONG
Sports Editor

My Favorite…
Movie: The Emperor’s New Groove
Television Show: The Simpsons and Law and
Order
Food: Arroz con pollo and Flan
Music Artists: 311 and The Living End
Hobbies: Internet and going to the movies
Class: Calculus
Candidate for President: John Kerry
From Monday to Thursday, Mercedes
Zegarra attends class at Baruch, but on
Fridays and the weekends, Zegarra works as a
flight attendant for Transmeridian Airlines,
which flies to Trinidad from JFK. Yet, Zegarra
finds time to practice and run for the Baruch
women’s cross country team. As one of the

A cross-country season can be difficult for
runners especially in the beginning; runners
must practice often to stay in shape throughout
the entire season in order to stay competitive
with other schools and getting back to the training regimen can be hard. The Baruch women’s
cross country team does not slack off in their
practice hours though.
Zegarra, one of Baruch’s top runners, is now
running for her second consecutive year. Last
season, Zegarra found it difficult to run the 3.1
miles at Van Cortlandt Park in the Bronx
because the most she had ever run before that
was two miles; she claimed it was terrifying.
She adjusted to running on the long track by
slowly building up her endurance. Her training
has paid off as she has been Baruch’s fastest
female runner this year. To this day, Zegarra as
well as the other runners on the team can be
seen frequently running on the treadmills in the
Vertical Campus Fitness Center. In Zegarra’s
case, she runs on the treadmill at least twice a
week for 30 minutes as well as performing leg
and arm lifts.
In addition to training on the treadmills, coach
Dr. William Eng takes the team to Van
Cortlandt Park every Thursday to run on the
track. Zegarra really likes Eng because he is an
understandable and fair coach. She pointed out
how Eng would “hook us [women’s cross
country team] up if the treadmills are occupied,” referring to how Eng would give his run-

Baruch Places Fourth
in the QCC Invitational

ners a chance to run as much as possible on the
treadmills. He also was understandable if runners could not make a meet.
Zegarra also enjoys running alongside her
teammates who she feels are very nice. Last
year, Zegarra was welcomed onto the team by
graduating
senior
Hana
Pechackova.
According to Zegarra, Pechackova was “really
dedicated and sweet to the girls.” She gave tips
to them and now Mercedes is looking to do the
same for the new runners on this year’s team.
She has given her teammates advice ranging
from strategies about conquering the hills on
the Van Cortlandt course to staying behind runners so they can block the draft.
This season looks to be a promising one for
Baruch women’s cross country. Through the
first two meets of the year, the Baruch women
have performed well, especially considering
that two of their best runners, Liz Lushpenko
and Jennifer Liriano, have not run yet. The new
runners on the team, Temi Arijeloye, Kivikim
Sungur and Lucinda Joseph, have also made
contributions to the team. In the first meet of
the year, Arijeloye came in second for Baruch
after Zegarra, while Sungur and Joseph have
done well too, considering that they haven’t run
competitively before, commented Zegarra.
After the first two meets of the season, the
team has generally shown improvements in
their finishing times. This steady trend of
improving times has led Zegarra to believe that
they can maintain their second place finish
from last year’s CUNYAC Championship.
“This is just the beginning. Every single meet
we’ll decrease our time helping us maintain
second place,” stated Zegarra. The sophomore
runner is not settling for a second-place finish
though. Referring to last year’s champion
Hunter College, Zegarra added, “It would be
wonderful if we could beat Hunter.” She is
confident that the team’s dedication will pay off
and the team will finish atop the CUNYAC
standings once again.

Contributing Writer

The third event of the season, the
Queensborough
Community
College
Invitational, was held on Sunday, Sept. 26,
2004 at 10 a.m. in the Bronx’s Van Cortlandt
Park. The three-mile long race, through the
open field and the wooded hills, was run in
warm temperatures.
Running for Baruch, Liz Lushpenko led
her team and finished fifth overall with a
time of 24:50. The other members of the
team finished 11th: Temi Arijeloye (26:10),
19th: Jennifer Liriano (28:21), 28th:
Lucinda Joseph (35:06), and 38th: Sharifa
Russell(45:44).
York’s Tymeka Green captured first place
for the second time in three weeks.

CALLING ALL BEARCAT FANS!

Interested in Covering a Baruch Athletic Team?
Want to Conduct In-Depth Interviews With Athletes?

Please Note:

If Interested, Please Contact the Sports Editor at:
icemanpg1701@migente.com

Women’s Volleyball
9/25- Women's Volleyball Defeats Hartwick
(3-2), Loses To Elmira (3-1) in Lycoming
Tournament
The women's volleyball team finished the
final day of the Lycoming Tournament in
Williamsport, Pennsylvania with a win over
Hartwick and a loss to Elmira.
In the first match against Elmira, Baruch won
the first game 30-28, but dropped the last three
30-20, 30-20, and 30-16. Fior Ulloa notched 25
kills and Safia Mian recorded 36 assists.
The consolation game against Hartwick went
the distance of five hard fought games. Baruch
won the first two 30-20 and 30-26, but dropped
the next two 30-23 and 30-25 forcing the fifth
game they eventually won, 16-14.
Ulloa led the way in the win with 39 kills,
while Gizzel King had 10 kills and 29 digs.
Susan Wu added 13 kills and Mian notched 57
assists.
9/24- Women's Volleyball Falls to
Susquehanna (3-1) & Kean (3-2) in
Lycoming Tournament
The women's volleyball team lost to
Susquehanna (3-0) and Kean (3-2) in opening
round matches played Friday at the Lycoming
Tournament in Williamsport, Pennsylvania.
In the first match, Baruch won the first game
30-28, but Susquehanna came back to win the
next three 30-22, 30-25, and 30-17.
Fior Ulloa (12 kills, 8 digs), Sadis Sequeira
(10 kills), Safia Mian (32 assists, 15 digs), and

Baruch Sports Briefs

Erika Collado (23 digs) led the way for Baruch.
Marissa Gaulton (14 kills) and Kerri
Eshleman (13 kills) led Susquehanna to the victory to raise their record to 11-2 overall.
In the second match against Kean, the
encounter went the distance with Baruch losing
the five-set match (30-23, 28-30, 23-30, 30-21,
4-15).

Fior Ulloa & Erika Collado Win Weekly
CUNY Volleyball Awards
New York, NY (September 27, 2004) - Junior
Fior Ulloa and freshman Erika Collado have
been honored with weekly women's volleyball
awards by the CUNY Athletic Conference for
their performances for the week ending on
Sunday, September 26.
Ulloa, a middle hitter, was named the Player
of the Week after averaging 5.57 kills and 2.43
digs per game over five matches last week. The
Christ the King graduate hit an even .300 from
the floor and also added 16 aces and seven
blocks on the week.
She smashed 18 kills (.416 hitting percentage)
in the victory against Staten Island and finished
the week with a sensational 39-kill performance in a thrilling five-game victory against
Hartwick.
Collado was named the Rookie of the Week
for the second time this season. The Elmhurst,
New York native and libero came up with a
whopping 124 digs in just 18 games (6.89) and
also added 19 assists.
She is now averaging 4.95 digs per game this
season.

Women’s Tennis

9/24- Women's Tennis Defeats Staten
Island (9-0)
The women's tennis team went on the road to
Staten Island to defeat the Dolphins by the
score of 9-0 in a CUNYAC Conference tennis
match played on Friday afternoon.
A complete list of results against Staten Island
are listed below.
SCHEDULE NOTES: (1)The Baruch home
tennis match against Lehman on October 8 will
now begin at 4:00 p.m. and not 3:30 as originally scheduled. Lehman requested the time
change..(2) The home match against John Jay
scheduled for Saturday, October 9 has been
postponed. Both schools should have a new
playing date by next week.
Baruch (2-0) vs. Staten Island (1-3)
SINGLES (Baruch wins 6-0)
# 1 Jane Derjavina defeated Geraldine Thomas,
6-2, 7-5.
# 2 Elena Dadanina defeated Richiemay
Ynclino, 6-0, 6-0.
# 3 Kateryna Pylypyshyna defeated Lucie
Lauria, 6-1, 6-1.
# 4 Saya Ayoub defeated Maki Keika, 6-0, 6-0.
# 5 Mariya Krivorotova defeated Margaret
Borzymowski, 6-0, 6-2.
# 6 Ipek Yakut defeated Veronica Saez, 6-0, 60.

Liz Lushpenko, Baruch's top runner at the
Queensborough Community College
Invitational, finished fifth overall in the
meet. (Photo/ Robert Benimoff)

DOUBLES (Baruch wins 3-0)
# 1 Jane Derjavina & Kateryna Pylypyshyna
defeated Geraldine Thomas & Richiemay
Ynclino, 10-2.
# 2 Elena Dadanina & Saya Ayoub defeated
Lucie Lauria & Maki Keika, 10-1.
# 3 Mariya Krivorotova & Ipek Yakut defeated
Margaret Borzymowski & Veronica Saez, 10-3.

Kateryna Pylypyshyna Named CUNY
Tennis Rookie of the Week
New York, NY (September 29, 2004) Kateryna Pylypyshyna has been named the
CUNY Athletic Conference Rookie of the
Week for Women's Tennis.
A native of Ukraine, the Bearcats third
singles player went a combined 4-0 on the
week.
She blanked Julie Saint-Jean (City Tech)
, 6-0, 6-0 at the # 2 singles spot and then
settled into the # 3 spot with a victory over
Lucie Lauria (Staten Island), 6-1, 6-1.
She also won a pair of # 1 doubles
matches with her partner Janna Derjavina.
* All information in “Baruch Sports Briefs”
is provided by Baruch Sports Information
and the Baruch College Intercollegiate
Athletics website at baruch.cuny.edu/athletics.
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WOMEN’S VOLLEYBALL

Superb Seniors Lead Rout Over John Jay to Remain
Undefeated in Conference Play

Outside hitter for Baruch, Gizzel King, jumps up for a spike against John Jay middle blocker Julie Dixon at the net. (Photo/ Julian Arenzon)

By JULIO DE LA CRUZ
Contributing Writer

Celebrating senior night, the Baruch women’s
volleyball team continued its dominance over
CUNY rivals; extending their shutout and winning streak to four games with a 3-0 victory
over John Jay.
During a special pre-game ceremony, team
captains Sadis Sequeira and Susan Wu, and
senior Robi Tse, were honored for their hard
work and contributions on and off the court.

“From freshman year to now these seniors have
shown great improvement in all aspects of their
game”, said Baruch head coach Krishna Dass.
As a token of appreciation, each senior was
given flowers and a diploma frame.
Coming into the match, both the Bearcats and
their opponent, the John Jay Bloodhounds,
were undefeated in conference play.
The first game was tightly contested. Baruch
struck first by going on a 5-0 run, making the
score 10-5, led by Sequeira (11 kills and 17
digs) and Fior Ulloa (team-high 15 kills). With

the entire Baruch soccer team in the stands
cheering for the team, the spectators helped get
the rally started.
John Jay’s inconsistency sparked another
Bearcat run of 8-0 (making the score 18-5 in
favor of Baruch), led by the tenacious play of
5’1” Safia Mian (team-high 31 assists) and
anchored by the powerful kills from Ulloa.
Baruch won the game 30-16, leaving the lady
Bloodhounds stunned and confused.
Game two began with the same formula, big
kills by Ulloa, superb set-ups by Mian and div-

ing digs by Sequeira. The play of the game
occurred during the forth point of the match,
where both teams rallied for approximately two
minutes. This got the enthusiastic home crowd
back on its feet and cheering “Baruch, Baruch,
Baruch.”
The rally seemed to tire the home team. The
Bearcats have a roster of only seven (of which
six have to be on the floor at all times).
See WOMEN’S, page 15

MEN’S SOCCER

After First Loss of Season, Baruch Rebounds Against Medgar Evers

Medgar Evers' players (far right) look on as Baruch's Caner Yilmaz (#8) raises his hands after scoring the game-winning goal against the Cougars. (Photo/ Robert Benimoff)

By ROBERT BENIMOFF
Contributing Writer

Baruch regained the spirit of victory this
Saturday, with a 2-1 win over CUNYAC rival
Medgar Evers. The Bearcats recovered from
their only loss of the season and strengthened
their resolve to become champions, improving
their record to (5-1, 2-1 CUNYAC).
Rescheduled from rainy Sept. 18, this match-

up was played under a clear blue sky, with a
light breeze and 80 degree temperatures. The
Cougars have historically been a tough team to
beat, with a reputation for extremely quick
sprinters, and brutal physical antics. This year,
however, Medgar Evers seems to have lost its
edge, winning only one game and losing five.
Despite the Cougars (1-4) record, Medgar
Evers put up a good fight with midfielder Kerry
Celestine scoring the first goal in the 13th

minute; goalie Robert Jarrin barely missing the
straight shot toward the right side of the goal.
Then Baruch took over.
With 25 shots on goal versus the Cougars’
five, the Bearcats dominated possession of the
ball. Forward Alex Sokol, although prevented
from scoring, took seven shots alone. But the
first goal for Baruch came on a header by forward Giorgi Darguashvili in his second attempt
at the same play. In the 42nd minute, Vincent

Favara chipped the ball to Darguashvili for the
assist.
Ten minutes later (52nd minute) in the second
half, midfielder Caner Yilmaz scored the second goal for Baruch. In a scramble for the ball,
Thomas Murdoch passed to Yilmaz, who took
two shots this game, dispite a broken toe. For
the rest of the game, the Cougars were only
able to take two guaranteed goals, both of
which were thwarted by an energized Jarrin.

